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The availability of advanced low-cost unmanned aerial systems (UASs), 
aftermarket applications, and a competitive market for processing software have 
provided researchers new opportunities for employing high resolution remote 
sensing in research. The UAS allows for the capture of close range aerial 
imagery that can then be used to generate dense point clouds using structure 
from motion (SfM). A variety of digital products can be created form these dense 
point clouds such as three-dimensional models, digital elevation models (DEMs), 
digital surface models (DSMs) and orthomosaics. This dissertation looks at 
methods and accuracies associated with the creation of digital mapping products 
from dense point clouds generated from imagery captured by two low-cost off the 
shelf UASs. 
The UASs were used to capture imagery over a 2-hectare vineyard in the 
Uwharrie mountains of North Carolina. Aspects of imagery collection, such as 
altitude, ground control, camera types, flight paths, and target styles, were 
investigated for their impacts on accuracy. Thirty-one ground control points were 
created in the vineyard using a survey grade GNSS receiver and total station for 
use in georeferencing. The number of ground control points used for 
georeferencing were reduced until a significant difference in accuracy was found 
using t-tests. 
Five ground control points were shown to be the least amount of ground control 
needed before accuracy began to change significantly. Four flight altitudes were 
tested with 80-meters generating the least level of error. Orthomosaics created 
from structure from motion and imagery collected using a global shutter 20-
megapixel had total RMS errors between 2-4 cm.
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Scale is a fundamental concept in the field of geography. It is at the heart 
of all geographic analysis, allowing the capture of data at specific levels of spatial 
or temporal size. As suggested by Mike Goodchild, ‘Scale is perhaps the most 
important topic of Geographical Information Science’ (Goodchild, 2001, p.10). 
This is evident in Remote Sensing where aerial imagery is bound by the size and 
resolution of the image and time at which it was taken (Avery and Berlin, 1992; 
Jensen, 2005). At that size and time, the imagery conveys certain information 
about the landscape. If an image was then taken at a higher resolution one would 
learn new information about finer details of the landscape. In other words, a 
series of imagery at varying levels of scale conveys far more information than 
one image at a fixed spatial and temporal scale. 
A multi-scale approach allows analysis at multiple levels of scale, both 
spatial and/or temporal. This approach allows for a greater understanding of 
concepts, such as hillslope hydrology and the role it may play within a larger 
drainage basin (Knighton, 1998, p.56). It would be difficult to have a strong 
understanding of how a drainage basin functions without understanding what is 
happening at the hillslope scale and vice versa. With each increasingly higher 
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level of spatial and temporal resolution we are able to learn new information 
about the landscape (Avery and Berlin, 1992; Jensen, 2005). Today, we are on 
the cusp of a new revolution in data acquisition and processing using unmanned 
aerial systems (UASs) at low altitudes and structure from motion processing 
techniques (Colomina and Molina, 2014; Nex and Remondino, 2014; Toth and 
Grzegorz, 2016). Using a UAS, it is now possible to collect data at temporal and 
spatial resolutions that simply were not possible just a few years ago.  
UASs bring an approach to temporal scale that is highly adjustable 
(Harwin and Lucieer, 2012; Shahbazi et al., 2014; Uysal et al., 2015). The UAS 
allows for imagery to be captured at virtually any time barring flight restrictions in 
the area. Additionally, with the relative ease and low cost required to fly a UAS, 
imagery could be captured on a multi-temporal scale. This is now becoming 
common in farming operations where UASs are used to obtain imagery several 
times during the crops growth season for plant health analysis (Xiang and Tian, 
2011; Bendig et al., 2013 Rokhmana, 2015). Looking at multi-scale from a spatial 
stand point, the UAS allows the capture of highly detailed local imagery from a 
range of 400 feet above ground surface and lower. This could then be 
incorporated with lower resolution satellite imagery within a GIS environment 
providing a multi-scale level of spatial detail. While scale and multi-scale have an 
overarching theme in this dissertation, the goal will be to better understand how 
the UAS fits into this important topic in geography.  
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Remote sensing has been experiencing a technological revolution in data 
collection over the last decade. Using high resolution (1cm pixel size) images, it 
is possible to model real world objects in a digital environment with higher 
precision than previously possible. This is highly advantageous to people in the 
scientific community of any field requiring three-dimensional reconstruction of the 
environment. Laser scanners coupled with global positioning systems and total 
stations can produce highly accurate point clouds for use in modeling software. 
However, laser scanners, despite their increasing use throughout the past few 
decades, are outside the financial range and expertise of most researchers. 
Close-range photogrammetry, also known as VHR, is far less expensive and 
thanks to recent advances in the field of computer vision (CV) and UASs, more 
easily acquired and modeled. 
‘Very High Resolution’ (VHR) is a term that has been used in some of the 
literature to refer to this type of close range photogrammetric data and will be 
used in this research to refer to it also (Turner et al. 2012). The VHR resolution of 
these data are typically sub-decimeter, placing it well ahead of most satellite and 
high altitude aerial imagery. Despite its high spatial resolution, VHR lacks 
essential metadata typically associated with imagery used in the 
photogrammetric processes, such as the camera parameters and image 
orientation (Colomina and Molina 2014; Nex and Remondino 2014). Without this 
metadata, the typical photogrammetric methods cannot be used. This 
dissertation will examine the creation of three-dimensional data models produced 
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from very high resolution remotely sensed data. More specifically, this research 
will focus on the use of low-cost solutions in collecting and processing 
photogrammetric data for use in creating three-dimensional scene models via 
close range ground and UASs imagery. The goal of this research is to gain a 
better understanding of the accuracy, resolution and point cloud density obtained 
in the collection, processing and modeling of this type of data. 
While the use of mini UAVs for creating digital 3D models has gained a lot 
of attention in the last few years, a number of questions remain unanswered. 
This dissertation will attempt to answer the following questions: 
Q1: Are these 3d models appropriate to be incorporated into a Multi-scale 
analysis? 
Q2: How will topography impact RMS error results? 
Q3: How replicable is the accuracy of the mapping products within a site? 
Q4: How many ground control points are needed and at what number do 
they no longer improve accuracy? 
Q5: How does image collection (altitude, flight path, target type) and 
processing (image type) affect model outcomes? 
Q6: When comparing two UAS types with varying camera quality, do 
improved cameras change accuracy, resolution and model outcomes 
when using Structure from Motion (SfM)? 
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Q7: Can the accuracy fall within survey mapping standards? 
Q8: Will this data collection process and generated digital models be 
appropriate for monitoring change at a sub decimeter scale? 
Answering these questions can help bring into focus the hazy areas surrounding 
the use of UAS imagery, and other unstructured imagery, for 3D model creation 
and high resolution digital mapping. These questions are elaborated upon 
throughout this dissertation. 
Remote sensing is the process of collecting data from a distance for 
observation, analysis and decision making. There are many methods which have 
been used for this collection process including air balloons, satellites, helicopters, 
aircraft, both manned and unmanned, and even birds (Jensen, 2005). These 
elevated platforms are equipped with various types of instruments which make it 
possible to collect data from a distance, and usually pertaining to features on the 
earth’s surface. Cameras are the most commonly used devices, however radio 
detecting and ranging (RaDAR) and light detecting and ranging (LiDAR) are also 
frequently used for data acquisition, RaDAR and LiDAR are typically more 
expensive than the proposed methods to investigate in this research (Jensen, 
2016). 
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), also commonly known as drones, are 
becoming an increasingly popular way of collecting remotely sensed data. UASs 
have been used for remote sensing since the mid-20th century. This increased 
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use is mostly attributed to the military as well as a small number of visionaries 
capable of funding the high costs associated with UAS development and use 
(Colomina and Molina 2014; Nex and Remondino 2014). However, in 2004, the 
first published papers relating to UASs were presented at the International 
Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ISPRS) congress (Everaerts 
et al. 2004; Fransaer et al. 2004; Turner et al. 2012; Westoby et al. 2012; Mancini 
et al. 2013; Colomina and Molina 2014; Uysal et al. 2015). Since then, the 
number of UAS-related articles have grown to the point that the international 
photogrammetric community has set up a biennial conference dedicated to UAS-
related use called the UAV-g (Colomina and Molina 2014). The increase in use 
can be attributed in large part to reduced cost, miniaturization and advances in 
CV algorithms required to process unstructured UAV data (Colomina and Molina 
2014; Nex and Remondino 2014). 
Technological advancements over the last ten years have allowed the 
manufacturers of UASs to produce a lower cost aerial vehicle (AV) and 
accompanying operating system. The operating system consists of a ground 
control station and communications data link. The current UASs coming to 
market now are equipped with advanced aviation control software, global 
navigation satellite systems (GNSS) for autonomous flight and location 
information, and gimbal stabilization for use with digital cameras of varying types. 
In addition, camera advancements have allowed manufacturers the ability to 
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produce smaller optical systems which have aided in bolstering the popularity of 
UAS use (Nex and Remondino 2014).  
Equally important is the contribution from the software development 
community, specifically CV programmers (Colomina and Molina 2014). The CV 
community has developed data processing algorithms that are capable of image 
feature matching at very high resolution. It is because of this specific contribution 
that the unstructured imagery being captured by low altitude UAVs can be 
rectified, referenced, mosaicked and modeled in a 3D point cloud (Turner et al. 
2012; Mancini et al. 2013; Nex and Remondino 2014; Colomina and Molina 
2014). While this is an impressive technological advancement, there are still 
open-ended questions about the imagery’s level of accuracy. However, the future 
use of UASs across a wide range of fields, including geography, looks promising. 
Typical photogrammetry is completed with calibrated cameras that have 
known parameters which are incorporated into processing algorithms allowing for 
rectification and georeferencing of the imagery (Avery and Berlin, 1992; Jensen, 
2016). Most low-altitude mini (weighting between .55 lbs. and 55 lbs.) UAS 
imagery is unstructured, meaning that most of the reference data, such as 
camera orientation and geographic position, for typical processing of aerial 
imagery is missing or unknown (https://www.faa.gov/uas/faqs/). Within the last 
few years however, CV developers and the photogrammetry community have 
come together to develop software that can analyze and process the 
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unstructured data provided by mini UAS imagery (Snavely, 2008; Nex and 
Remondino 2014; Colomina and Molina 2014). This group of algorithms and 
workflow is known as Structure from Motion (SfM). The workflow for SfM 
incorporates a number of algorithms, some old, some new, and some simply 
tweaked or improved to do a new job. Some of the most important algorithms in 
the SfM workflow are Scale Invariant Feature Transformation (SIFT), 
Approximate Nearest Neighbor (ANN), Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) 
and Bundle Adjustment (BA) (Snavely, 2008; Wu, 2013). There are variations on 
these, but these are the most widely used. Software developers are bundling 
these algorithms, or variations of these, into software that can automate a large 
part of the procedure of processing large numbers of unstructured images for 
mosaicking, georeferencing, point cloud and 3D model creation (Kersten and 
Lindstaedt 2012). 
Progress has been made regarding the use of unstructured mini UAS 
imagery in geomatics applications, however many unknowns still exist. For 
instance, can accuracy be improved during various aspects of collecting and 
processing of the imagery? Do changes in topography call for different flight or 
collection parameters? What levels of accuracy can be expected under certain 
collection and processing conditions? Are these digital models repeatable within 
a range of accuracy making them suitable for monitoring change? This research 
answers these questions and provides clarity regarding accuracy in the use of 
mini UAS imagery in geographic and geomatics applications.
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CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1 Flight Planning and Data Collection 
Flight planning is a critical component of collecting mini UAS imagery for 
geodata acquisition (Colomina and Molina, 2014). Careful design and planning, 
taking into account dimensions such as speed, height, waypoints and pathing 
can lead to more productive and safer data acquisition (Mayr, 2011). In addition, 
weather plays a large role in UAS flight as wind gusts of just 18 knots have been 
shown to cause horizontal and vertical deviations of the aircraft of 10m and 5m, 
respectively (Mancini et al., 2013). This research focuses on using an automated 
flight routine where the UAV follows a path of waypoints programmed into the 
flight system using GNSS coordinates. In addition, test flights were performed 
using a manual technique in situations where it would be dangerous or 
impossible to rely on autonomous flight systems (i.e., when flying close to or 
underneath tree canopies). 
The UAS camera can be used in manual mode or autonomous mode 
collecting images at timed intervals. This research has follow the general 
consensus in the literature of setting image capture at a set interval, generally 
between one to five seconds depending on UAV speed, allowing for a more 
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consistent collection of images (Harwin and Lucieer, 2012; Nex and Remondino 
2014; Clapuyt et al., 2016). Care must be taken to ensure enough images, at the 
proper interval, are captured to facilitate the level of forward and side overlap 
required by the processing algorithms. This is important because it is in these 
overlapping portions of the images that the matching algorithm functions. Turner 
(2012) suggested using the maximum speed his camera was capable of, 
approximately 1Hz. Imagery was captured from takeoff to landing without 
stopping as the UAV flew though the path of assigned waypoints. Mancini et al. 
(2013) also used an automated approach snapping images at one per second 
while flying at 4m/s and an altitude of 40 m. 
2.2 Image Processing: Feature Matching, Extraction and Structure from Motion 
The use of UAS unstructured imagery to recreate complex scenes 
requires a more in-depth approach than typically needed or used in 
photogrammetry (Qin et al. 2013; Colomina and Molina 2014). This is because 
certain metadata about the imagery is unknown, such as the interior and exterior 
orientations of the camera and calibration details. Algorithms, such as Scale 
Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT), created in the field of CV, have proven to be 
well suited for accommodating this lack of metadata (Nex and Remondino 2014; 
Colomina and Molina 2014). The process of model creation uses several 
different specialized algorithms that each do a very specific task. The first step 
and algorithm in the process is SIFT (Lowe, 2004). SIFT is what is known as a 
feature extractor. SIFT is responsible for identifying features in imagery and 
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storing these features of various sizes in a database coupled with descriptor 
information about each feature or ‘blob’ as they are sometimes referred. The 
SIFT process can store up to 128 different descriptors for each feature. The 
algorithm performs this task across all images in the set creating thousands of 
individual features for each image. These features and their accompanying 
descriptors are then used for matching by other algorithms. SIFT is incredibly 
robust and generally unaffected by scale, orientation and noise within the 
images, making it ideal for use with unstructured imagery (Snavely, 2008). 
Following SIFT is a matching procedure that is comprised of a set of 
algorithms designed to match key points from the features and descriptors stored 
in the database (Snavely, 2008). Accomplishing this is typically completed via an 
approximate nearest neighbor algorithm working between image pairs and within 
each descriptor space (Ayra et al., 1998). The process then uses a distance 
metric, such as Euclidean distance or ratio test, to accept or reject alleged 
matches (Snavely, 2008). Succeeding this, a process must then be implemented 
to determine inliers and outliers to further filter out features that simply do not 
help in creating correspondence between images. This is accomplished by the 
Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) algorithm and can be viewed as an error 
checking procedure used to isolate and remove outliers that do not help to 
complete the reconstructed geometry (Fischler and Bolles, 1987). 
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Once general correspondence has been estimated within the collection of 
unstructured imagery, the next step is the creation of SfM. Estimating view points 
and recreating scene geometry is a classic problem in photogrammetry when 
dealing with image correspondence. Many years of research has been devoted 
to solving this problem with regard to structured imagery (Snavely, 2008). Recent 
research has started to focus on SfM from unstructured image collections. This 
can be attributed to the enormous amount of imagery stored within the internet 
and the projects attempting to build complete 3D models from these randomly 
posted images of locations. One example would be attempting to build a digital 
model of the Eiffel Tower just from tourist and other people’s images uploaded to 
the internet. Virtually every major landmark in the world is well represented by 
digital images uploaded to the internet through various social media outlets. This 
has made for a rich environment for scene visualization research and the 
development of sophisticated algorithms to solve the recreation problem 
(Snavely, 2008). 
Once feature matching and extraction is complete, the features can then 
be used by the SfM algorithm to solve for three dimensional aspects of the 
scene. SfM operates under the same basic principles as stereoscopic 
photogrammetry but follows a different approach. Basically, both SfM and 
stereoscopic methods resolve a 3D scene from a series of overlapping images. 
The key difference lies in the fact that SfM algorithmically solves for the key 
metadata needed by the photogrammetric technique such as camera position, 
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orientation and scene geometry. The features are analyzed over time to 
construct their three-dimensional positions and the motion at which the imagery 
was captured. This is how the name structure from motion or SfM was derived 
(Snavely, 2008; Wu, 2013). 
SfM typically uses an incremental approach to solve the large optimization 
problem. There are however, several different approaches that can be applied, 
such as the global and hierarchal methods. In addressing the incremental 
approach, the process usually begins with what is known as seeding (Snavely, 
2008). Multiple images, usually two or three, are typically used to reconstruct a 
reliable initial geometry which is then followed by a process known as bundle 
adjustment. Bundle adjustment is the process of minimizing the reprojection error 
through refinement of camera and point parameters and is applied as images or 
batches of images from the collection are added to the initial seed (Triggs et al., 
2000). 
In the global approach, the bundle adjustment is applied to the entire 
image correspondence set which is typically more efficient but can have mixed 
results in terms of model quality. The hierarchal approach is a divide and 
conquer method that breaks the task into many smaller units to solve 
independently and recursively merges the units back together, performing a 
bundle adjustment only when necessary (Clapuyt et al., 2016). Regardless of the 
method, the goal and final product from SfM is the creation of a sparse point 
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cloud. Once created, the sparse point cloud can then be used in the generation 
of a dense point cloud which is generally what is needed for highly detailed 3D 
digital models and mesh generation (Snavely, 2008). 
Creating the dense point cloud is accomplished by using two algorithms 
known as Clustering View for Multi-view Stereo (CMVS) and Patch-based Multi-
view Stereo (PMVS2) (Furukawa and Ponce, 2007). These algorithms are 
implemented using the output from the SfM workflow, which are the camera 
poses and the original overlapping images, as inputs. The CMVS breaks the 
sparse model and images into manageable clusters and the PMVS2 is used to 
reconstruct a significantly denser point cloud cluster by cluster. This dense point 
cloud can then be used in additional processes such as meshing, texturing and 
creation of UVs (assigning an object coordinate to a texture coordinate). The 
later processes mentioned above are used to make a more photorealistic model 
instead of simply a cloud of points derived from the PMVS2 process (Furukawa 
and Ponce, 2007; Snavely, 2008). 
In UAS imagery, a large number of possible camera poses and object 
coordinates can be generated. These are then refined using non-linear least 
squares minimization arriving at the best possible statistical result. This process 
is known as bundle block adjustment. For this process to work effectively, many 
overlapping images from different vantage points are needed of the scene. While 
the exact overlap for the specific situation can be difficult to know, it is not 
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uncommon for the overlap to be as high as 80% forward and 80% side. This can 
translate into a large number of images as the area of interest increases. Mancini 
et al. (2013) collected 800 images using a one second interval at a study site 
only 200 meters’ square. Of those images, 550 were selected for processing. 
The level of accuracy for these 3D scene models produced from UAV 
imagery can vary depending on several factors. One factor is that mini UAVs are 
small and easily affected by wind. This introduces the same problems manned 
flight suffers from, such as pitch, yaw and roll, except at an amplified level due to 
the small size of the UAV. Additionally, the UAV camera is relatively low in 
relation to variations in topography and the movement can cause large 
perspective distortions similar to relief displacement effects but more 
exaggerated (Avery and Berlin, 1992; Jensen, 2005; Turner, 2012). Another 
factor for error to be introduced is in the altitude of the UAV. The GNSS system is 
typically navigation grade and will not be able to maintain positioning within a 
meter horizontally and vertically. While some UAVs incorporate a barometric 
altimeter, they are typically only accurate to within a meter (Turner, 2012). In 
addition, wide angle lens camera types, such as a Go-Pro, can require additional 
processing of the imagery to remove the panoramic distortion or fisheye. This 
introduces new errors in the process of correcting the imagery rendering a large 
portion of the edges useless. 
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 The more processing the imagery requires, the more the algorithm has to 
decide where pixels should be in the scene. One way to aid in this process is by 
placing ground control points (GCP) within the area of interest. These GCPs can 
then be measured to survey accuracy using a differential GPS and or a total 
station (Turner et al. 2012, Mancini et al. 2013). The number of GCPs to be used 
seems to vary in the literature. However, it was noted by Turner, et al. (2012) that 
using 63 GCPs did not process the images more accurately than did the same 
imagery processed with 20 GCPs. This would lead one to assume that there 
must be a certain number of GCPs that at some point yield no additional 
accuracy. 
2.3 Applicable Studies 
 Torres et al. (2014) integrated multiple geo-technologies to create 3D 
models for use in documenting of an archaeology site in Spain.  They used 
photogrammetry, both aerial and terrestrial, and LiDAR to build a hybrid 3D 
model. This study showed the inherent flaws and abilities of both types of data 
collection methods, photogrammetry and LiDAR. UAVs were used for large area 
collection while ground cameras and LiDAR were used to spot fill areas that were 
shadowed or needed additional detail. The authors created a better final product 
by overcoming the deficiencies of each individual methodology. Model resolution 
for aerial photogrammetry, terrestrial photogrammetry and LiDAR were 5cm, 2cm 
and 5mm, respectively. 
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 Uysal et al. (2015) used a UAV to create a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) 
across a 5-ha site. The study’s objectives were to evaluate the performance of a 
low-cost method of DEM generation through photogrammetry. The UAV was 
used to capture 200 photos at 60 m altitude with a standard digital camera. 50 by 
50 cm aluminum plates were used as ground control points and measured by 
Real-Time Kinematic (RTK) GNSS which arrived at an accuracy of 2.37 cm. 
Point cloud density was 450 per m2 with a total of 26,025,883 points in the final 
point cloud. Root mean square (RMS) error was used for accuracy analysis 
between the generated DEM and 30 randomly sampled points measured by RTK 
GNSS in the study area. Minimum error was 0.81 cm and maximum error was 
8.55 cm. The authors determined that this method could produce products 
usable in geomatic applications within small areas. 
 Turner et al. (2012) created an automated technique for generating 
georectified mosaics from UAV imagery. Point clouds were created from 
structure from motion and feature matching photogrammetric techniques applied 
to the UAV imagery. The point clouds were georeferenced using both direct and 
indirect methods. The direct method attempts to solve the georeferencing 
problem using estimated camera positions while the indirect relies on ground 
control points. Both methods were compared and accuracy was found to be 65-
120 cm for the direct method and 10-15 cm for the indirect. The UAV used had a 
navigation grade GNSS unit which was used to attach GNSS position information 
to the imagery header file. An onboard barometric altimeter was used to obtain 
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height instead of the GNSS generated height due to the navigation grade’s 
relatively poor ability to determine height. 
 Suwardhi et al. (2015) used photogrammetric techniques with a 
combination of UAV and terrestrial imagery to map the Borobudur Temple Site in 
Indonesia. The authors use images captured via terrestrial cameras and from 
cameras mounted on UAVs to produce 3D models, DEMs, orthomosaics and 
dense point clouds at sub decimeter accuracy. These were used to create a web 
based database for monitoring deterioration, preservation, spatial management 
and dissemination purposes. The Borobudur site is 1km x 1km and the temple 
itself is 121m square and 35m in height requiring several different approaches to 
capturing the imagery needed to produce the final digital products. 
 Two different types of UAVs were used by Suwardhi et al. (2015) to 
capture imagery at different altitudes and for different uses. A fixed-wing UAV 
was used to image the grounds, flying a set pattern back and forth over the entire 
site at a height of 280m, covering one square kilometer. The purpose of this flight 
was to generate the DEM and orthophoto of the temple and surrounding area 
with a final resolution of 5cm. A Hexa-copter was used to image the temple flying 
at a height of 20, 30, 35 and 50m. The hexacopter was used to photograph areas 
that would be extremely difficult to capture by ground mounted cameras due the 
height and layout of the temple. The resolution of the ortho and 3D models from 
the hexa-copter were 2cm and 1cm depending on the height flown and product 
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produced. Terrestrial imagery was used to capture high detailing of the structure 
walls and had a resolution of sub-cm. A geospatial database was used to store 
and relate the products created while a web application was developed for 
visualization. 
  Westoby et al. (2012) introduced SfM from a geomorphological 
perspective. High-resolution DEMs were created using the SfM technique and 
compared to terrestrial LiDAR of the same area. Decimeter-scale vertical 
accuracy was found to be achievable using the SfM approach to DEM creation. 
The site surveyed contained complex topography and a range of land-covers, 
resulting in a wide variety of imaging scenarios to challenge SfM. The authors 
found the use of SfM to be an effective and inexpensive method for capturing 
high-resolution data for small study areas. They also determined that each study 
area was different and may require a different approach when capturing imagery 
for use in the SfM process. It was found that extremely dense point clouds were 
achievable using SfM, even in the range of 103 points per m2. Variation in cloud 
density is thought by the authors to be largely determined by the exposure of the 
imagery captured. In other words, the lightness or darkness of the image 
determines in large part, the clarity or texture of the terrain in the image which in 
turn affects the outcome of the densification algorithm. This would be significant 
dealing with the cameras mounted on lower cost UAVs as they tend to have fixed 
or limited exposure parameters determined by the f-stop and shutter speed. 
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Kersten and Lindstaedt (2012) investigated using photogrammetry for 
creating 3D models from free or low-cost software while noting how they 
compare in regards to accuracy, repeatability and reliability. Bundler/PMVS2, 
VisualSFM, Autodesk 123D Catch beta (now available out of beta) and Agisoft’s 
PhotoScan were used in this study for creating the 3D models from images taken 
from standard cameras. The first two software packages, Bundler/PMVS2 and 
VisualSFM, are open source, completely free and available as downloads online. 
PhotoScan, while not free, is a low-cost software package costing around $180 
U.S. dollars for the standard product. Autodesk 123D Catch beta is a web 
service, which is also free, but places limits on the number of images that can be 
used to source the model and allows less control over the model creation 
automating many of the choices available in the other three software packages. 
The software was tested on archaeological objects from several locations and 
then compared with data sets from terrestrial laser scanners and/or fringe 
projection systems. Kersten and Lindstaedt (2012) compared the SfM models to 
these two systems, terrestrial laser scanners and/or fringe projection systems, 
because they are considered the pinnacle of 3D model creation methods but are 
expensive and require a high level of expertise to use. An Obsidian carving, a 
stone statue, a ceramic pottery piece, a limestone architectural fragment and a 
carved dhow (boat) made from gypsum-lime plaster were all modeled using a 
variety of the methods mentioned above. For reasons not discussed by the 
authors, not all methods were used on each object. Kersten and Lindstaedt 
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(2012) found that the image based systems were able to create 3D surface 
models for archaeological applications with very similar quality to that of the more 
expensive TLS and/or structured light systems. Also, the authors stated that the 
image based systems were fast and easy to use while maintaining flexibility and 
cost-effectiveness. All that is required at the archaeology location is a camera 
and some form of scale bar. In one of the test examples, the imaged models of 
the moai statue were in the range of 1.3mm and 1.6mm of the TLS which are 
very promising results for archaeological use.
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CHAPTER III 
METHODS 
 
3.1 Remote Pilot License 
To fly a UAV for commercial or government use in the United States one 
must obtain a Remote Pilot’s License from the Federal Aviation Administration 
(FAA). Additionally, each state can have its own rules and licensure 
supplemental to the FAA’s. This is true for North Carolina which requires a UAV 
pilot to take a ‘knowledge’ test and obtain either a commercial or public use 
license depending on the pilot’s affiliation. The FAA’s Remote Pilot’s License is 
by far the more rigorous of the tests and of course supersedes any individual 
state laws or requirements (https://www.faa.gov/uas/faqs/). 
 The FAA Remote Pilot law, 14 code of federal regulations (CFR) part 107 
of the Federal Aviation Regulations, requires that any person seeking to become 
a UAS pilot flying in the United States take a special test at one of the FAA’s 
certified testing centers. The test contains 60 plus questions and covers twelve 
specific topics listed in Table 1. The topics are designed to ensure a high level of 
understanding regarding flight and flight safety in the United States airspace. The 
UAS pilot not only has to understand topics specific to UASs but also topics 
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regarding manned flight. This is to ensure that the remote pilot does not interfere 
in anyway with manned flight while flying a UAS in the United States airspace. 
 
Table 1. Remote Pilot – Small Unmanned Aircraft Systems Study Guide from 
FAA. 
Applicable Regulations 
Airspace Classification, Operating Requirements, and Flight Restrictions 
Aviation Weather Sources 
Effects of Weather on Small Unmanned Aircraft Performance 
Small Unmanned Aircraft Loading 
Emergency Procedures 
Crew Resource Management 
Radio Communication Procedures 
Determining the Performance of Small Unmanned Aircraft 
Physiological Factors (Including Drugs and Alcohol) Affecting Pilot 
Performance 
Aeronautical Decision-Making and Judgment 
Airport Operations 
Maintenance and Preflight Inspection Procedures 
 
 
The initial requirements, before August 2016, stated that only a certified 
pilot could fly a UAS in the United States airspace. It took the FAA years to 
review the rules and requirements to allow UASs in the United States airspace. 
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During this time the FAA simply determined that without final rules and 
regulations in place, the UAS pilot would have to be a licensed pilot. Initially, the 
researcher started to proceed down the path of becoming a certified pilot. During 
the summer of 2016 the researcher attended a two-week ground school as 
required by the FAA to prepare for the written exam. 
Shortly after completing the ground school and while preparing for the 
FAA’s pilot exam, the FAA adopted the long-awaited regulations for UAS flight in 
the United States airspace known as 14 CFR part 107 of the Federal Aviation 
Regulations. The researcher immediately signed up for the new UAS test at the 
Greensboro testing facility and began reviewing the newly released rules and 
regulations. In October of 2016, the researcher passed and received a temporary 
certificate which allowed the researcher to fly until the permanent license was 
received two months later. As part of the federal regulations, the UAV certificate 
holders must retake the exam every two years to keep the license active. 
3.2 Aerial Targets 
 Ground control point (GCP) coordinates are required to accurately 
24eoreferenced imagery from a UAS (Rosnell and Honkavaara, 2011; Harwin 
and Lucieer, 2012; Torres et al., 2014; Fernández-Hernandez et al., 2015; 
Clapuyt et al., 2016). In the study area, highly accurate survey equipment was 
used to determine cartesian coordinates of the GCPs. The GCPs were marked 
with plastic stakes driven into the ground at each location. A more in-depth 
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discussion of the process can be found in the ‘Ground Control’ section below. 
Aerial targets were carefully placed over the stakes, centering the middle of the 
target over the stake in the ground. During the UAV flight the targets on the 
ground are then captured in the aerial imagery. The targets are used to identify 
the GCP’s coordinates for processing by the SfM software. It is important that the 
targets are easily identified so that the center of the target can be pinpointed and 
marked within the SfM software. Target attributes such as size, shape and 
pattern can have an impact on the accuracy of the results (Harwin and Lucieer, 
2012; Torres et al., 2014). 
The targets for this study were made from a synthetic construction 
material similar to vinyl flooring. The material was purchased in 4 by 8-foot 
sheets and cut into roughly 2 by 2-foot squares. Each side of these 2 by 2-foot 
squares (Figure 1) was then painted with either an iron cross or checker pattern. 
A hole was then drilled through the center of the targets to allow an accurate 
placement of the target on the stake representing the GCP. Additionally, the 
targets are light weight, flexible and weather resistant making them suitable for a 
variety of conditions. 
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Figure 1. The Iron Cross and Checker Patterns, Respectively, Used on the Aerial 
Targets in This Study. 
 
 
3.3 Study Area 
The topography, vegetation and geology of the Earth is not homogeneous 
and mapping via UAS using standard imagery has been shown to be influenced 
by these factors (Avery and Berlin, 1992; Jensen, 2005; Turner et al. 2012). The 
project requirements for this was to locate a site that had variable elevation to 
test if accuracy was effected and the best method to minimize the distorting 
effects in the digital models being created by SfM. In addition, a site that was 
challenging and incorporated some sort of relief, vegetation, etc. rather than 
simply a level mowed field, would be advantageous for testing under situations 
that would normally be found in the Piedmont region. 
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The original proposal was to incorporate multiple sites in this study to test 
all the above-mentioned parameters. However, as researched progressed it 
became clear that this was not feasible for multiple reasons. First, obtaining 
permission to access multiple locations proved difficult as each site would require 
multiple visits during the research period. At times accessing a location could be 
under short notice or canceled requiring to be rescheduled as weather conditions 
needed to be optimal and consistent during the testing period. In addition, time in 
the field would require that the landowners vacate the site during the UAS 
activities in capturing imagery. Third, the test parameters required that ground 
control be left on site and not disturbed during the testing period. Fourth, the 
public perception of UAVs is often negative and many in the public fear laws 
could be broken and put them personally in jeopardy. Lastly, the process of 
surveying a two-hectare site, keeping the GCPs cleared of vegetation during the 
testing period, and requiring six to eight field days per site to gather the amount 
of data needed for testing is enormous and quickly proved impractical. 
Fortunately, an alumnus of the UNCG geography department was 
sympathetic to the cause, owned a large tract of land, and was willing to help 
provide a site for this study. The site was the Native Son Vineyard located in the 
Uwharrie mountains within Franklinville, North Carolina (Figure 2). The site was a 
rural area comprised of rolling hills and farmland with the vineyard sitting atop of 
a hill. The site contained several buildings including a wine processing facility 
and cabin that was used as a staging area during the research. The entire farm is 
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roughly ten hectares with topographic relief and above ground features that 
created a unique challenge necessary to evaluate the suitability of terrain 
modeling by a UAS. Additionally, the vine growth over a full season allowed for 
the testing of this type of imagery for use in change detection and other 
monitoring type analyses. The vineyard itself consists of approximately two 
hectares of row vines and was bordered on three sides by forest. The terrain was 
south east sloping with undulating ground features (Figure 3). The grass was 
kept mowed to approximately 2-3 inches with bare earth in some areas. 
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Figure 2. Native Son Vineyard Location Map. 
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Figure 3. Native Son Vineyard Topography. 
 
 
3.4 Ground Control 
Ground control points were established at the site using both GNSS and 
total station survey techniques. The first step in establishing ground control was 
to perform a rapid static GNSS survey on two locations within the vineyard. A 
planning survey was performed to establish the optimal time of day and point 
locations. Trimble® Planning software was used for this task which allowed for 
an obstruction survey, dilution of precision (DOP), sky plot, number of satellites 
and visibility in association with the most current almanac. The DOP and number 
of satellites analysis both showed optimum time frames for data collection to be 
in the 11:45pm - 3:30pm range. The two control points, named GPS1_NSV and 
GPS2_NSV, were collected at 11:51am – 12:36pm and 12:46pm – 1:31pm 
respectively and within the optimum collection time span. This was done using a 
TopCon® GR-3 survey grade GNSS receiver. Once data were collected for each 
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of the two control points it was uploaded to the National Geodetic Survey Online 
Positioning User System (OPUS) for calculation of the points’ coordinates. The 
corrected OPUS solutions were then used as the starting point for the total 
station survey. Table 2 shows the corrected positional errors for GPS1_NSV and 
GPS2_NSV in NAD_83(2011) (EPOCH:2010.0000). OPUS report in Appendices. 
 
Table 2. OPUS Correction Error for Both GPS Collections. 
OPUS GPS Survey 
Point 
LAT Error LONG Error EL HGT Error 
GPS1_NSV 0.004(m) 0.003(m) 0.012(m) 
GPS2_NSV 0.006(m) 0.002(m) 0.023(m) 
 
 
Once the two control base points were established a grid system was laid 
out and ground control was expanded using a total station. Thirty-one ground 
control points were established from the original two GNSS coordinates using a 
Topcon® GTS-233W total station. The grid had to follow certain aspects of the 
terrain since the vine system on the site created obstructions making placement 
of ground control points difficult. It was determined that placing all points in the 
center of the walkways between vine rows (Figure 4) and at the end of the rows 
would provide the best visibility in leaf on and leaf off conditions. One 
consideration for ground control in this study was that the more points used 
increases cost and time. For this reason, it was determined, that while more 
points might be useful, it was beyond the scope and ability of this study. 
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Figure 4. View Obstruction from Vines. 
 
 
The total station survey began by entering the points from the GNSS 
survey in the total station’s data collector and setting the coordinate system. The 
total station was then set up on GPS1_NSV and backsighted to GPS2_NSV to 
orient the survey. Once this was accomplished the additional points in the grid 
were located using the sideshot method. To test the accuracy of the total station 
location a sideshot was repeated during the survey from different base points. 
This repeated sideshot confirmed the assumption that the expected error from 
the total station would be significantly below the level of error expected from the 
UAS mapping process. Table 3 shows the two points shot in at the same location 
from different base points in the North Carolina State Plane meters. Figure 5 
shows the survey map. 
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Table 3. Sideshots from Diffferent Base Setups to the Same Ground 
Location. 
 
Point Northing (m) Easting (m) Elevation (m) Description 
8 229849.895 540825.631 272.769 GCP 
8 229849.897 540825.617 272.768 GCP 
8           0.002           0.014     0.001 Difference 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5. Total Station and GPS Survey. 
 
 
3.5 Hardware 
Two UASs were used in this study, the DJI Phantom 3 Professional (P3P) 
and the DJI Phantom 4 Professional (P4P). The P3P was the UAS originally 
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purchased to be used in this research, however, during the field work the 
motherboard on the P3P suffered a catastrophic failure. A second UAS (the P4P) 
was then purchased to continue the research. The UASs have several different 
features that make them distinguishable from each other. Most important of these 
is the camera and shutter mechanism. Rolling shutters are typical of lower cost 
digital single-lens reflex (DSLR) cameras and present blurring issues when used 
by a moving UAS for image collection (Clapuyt et al. 2016; Kraft et al. 2016). This 
is the type found on the P3P. The P4P has a mechanical (global) shutter 
mechanism which exposes the sensor faster and more uniformly reducing the 
motion blur that accompanies the cameras fitted with rolling shutters. 
Additionally, the P4P’s camera is 20-megapixels and the P3P is only 12.4-
megapixels. 
The P3P used in this study was a quadcopter made by DJI (Figure 6). The 
P3P is an electric, multirotor system. It was fitted with a gimbal mounted 12.4-
megapixel DSLR camera with a Sony EXMOR 1/2.3” sensor and a maximum 
image size of 4000 x 3000 pixels. The batteries were 4480-mAh, 15.2 V lithium-
polymer based with a flight time of approximately 24 minutes per battery. 
Additionally, the UAS is equipped with a barometric altimeter and a navigation 
grade GNSS receiver capable of using both the GPS and GLONASS systems. 
The P3P is capable of autonomous flight which can be programmed using flight 
planning software. In addition, the camera can be programmed to operate 
autonomously at timed intervals allowing for a more consistent image collection. 
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The UAV has a maximum flight time of 24 minutes; however, some flight control 
packages offer a ‘return for new battery’ function. This function saves the UAV’s 
last point in the flightpath allowing the UAV to return to the home point acquire a 
new battery and resume the mission. This function allows for much longer flight 
missions times than were previously possible in a low cost UAS (DJI, 
https://www.dji.com/phantom-3-pro/info). 
 
 
 
Figure 6. DJI Phantom 3 Professional Quadcopter. 
 
 
The P4P used in this study is a quadcopter made by DJI (Figure 7). The 
P4P is an electric, multirotor system. It is fitted with a gimbal mounted 19.96-
megapixel digital single-lens reflex (DSLR) camera. It has a mechanical (global) 
shutter with a 1-inch complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) sensor. 
The maximum image size of the camera is 5472 x 3648 pixels. The batteries are 
5870-mAh, 15.2 V lithium-polymer based with a maximum flight time of 
approximately 30 minutes per battery. Additionally, the UAS is equipped with a 
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barometric altimeter and a navigation grade GNSS receiver capable of using 
both the GPS and GLONASS systems. The P4P is also capable of autonomous 
flight and image acquisition as seen above in the P3P. It also can be used with 
all the same aftermarket apps that allow a host of features not immediately 
available from the Manufacturer, such as the ‘return for new battery’ function 
previously mentioned (DJI, https://www.dji.com/phantom-4/info). 
 
 
 
Figure 7. DJI Phantom 4 Professional Quadcopter. 
 
 
3.6 Flight Planning 
 There are a multitude of rules, regulations and safety concerns when 
preparing to fly a mission in a given area. It is the responsibility of the pilot to 
understand and be aware of any of these that apply. While there are several 
websites and information portals pilots use to stay current on these topics it is 
difficult to know and check all of these. In response to this the FAA has 
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developed a mobile application to help unmanned aircraft operators know if there 
are any restrictions or requirements in the area they intend to fly. The app is 
called B4UFLY and can be downloaded from the FAA website (Figure 8). Once 
the app is activated, and permission is given for it to access your current location, 
it will immediately display a map and relevant information related to the proposal 
site. One of the most critical pieces of information the app displays is current 
flight restrictions. This would include such things as airport buffer zones, which 
are three to five-mile request permission zones, and temporary flight restrictions 
or TFRs. A TFR could be active in an area that for instance the president was 
visiting, firefighting or law enforcement activities were taking place, or surface-
based hazards that could impact safety of flight were taking place.
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Figure 8. B4UFLY Mobile App Created by the FAA for UAS Operators. 
 
 
Flight planning is crucial when collecting imagery for geomatics 
applications. This study used an app called Map Pilot by the company Drones 
Made Easy. The app is currently only available for the Apple™ operating system. 
It allows the user to plan many aspects of the flight mission in advance. Map Pilot 
allows the user to load something akin to Google Earth™ images where the user 
can then create polygon shapes as overlays to outline an area for the flight 
mission. Once the shape of the polygon is drawn on the screen, Map Pilot 
automatically draws the optimum flight path for the area (Figure 9). The user can 
then change from the default parameters to parameters of his or her choosing. 
Altitude, image type, image capture rate, side and forward overlap, speed and 
flight pattern can all be changed to match user needs. 
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Figure 9. Map Pilot Flight Planning Software Area Selection and Flight Path. 
 
 
 Each mission plan was created in advance of the flight date and saved in 
the Map Pilot app. It was, however, necessary on several occasions to change, 
or add, a flight plan while in the field on the day of the flight. Figure 10 shows a 
screen shot from one of the missions stored in the app. A series of flights were 
undertaken on each of the seven field days at the Native Son Vineyard with more 
than 38 flights in total flown with successful data collection. Each flight type and 
specific parameters for the Native Son Vineyard can be seen in Table 4. 
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Figure 10. Saved Mission Results Screen from Map Pilot. 
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Table 4. All Flight Mission Types Flown at the Native Son Vineyard. 
Flight Mission Altitude Overlap 
Fwd/Side 
Image 
Type 
Date UAS 
Type 
Mission 
NSV_40_D1 40 m 80/80 Jpg 5/6/17 P3P NSV_1 
NSV_50_D1 50 m 80/80 Jpg 5/6/17 P3P NSV_2 
NSV_60_D1 60 m 80/80 Jpg 5/6/17 P3P NSV_3 
NSV_60_D1 60 m 80/80 RAW 5/6/17 P3P NSV_4 
NSV_80_D1 80 m 80/80 Jpg 5/6/17 P3P NSV_5 
NSV_40_D2 40 m 80/80 Jpg 5/7/17 P3P NSV_6 
NSV_50_D2 50 m 80/80 Jpg 5/7/17 P3P NSV_7 
NSV_60_D2 60 m 80/80 Jpg 5/7/17 P3P NSV_8 
NSV_80_D2 80 m 80/80 Jpg 5/7/17 P3P NSV_9 
NSV_40_D3 40 m 80/80 Canceled 7/23/17 P3P NSV_10 
NSV_50_D3 50 m 80/80 Canceled 7/23/17 P3P NSV_11 
NSV_60_D3 60 m 80/80 Jpg 7/23/17 P3P NSV_12 
NSV_80_D3 80 m 80/80 Jpg 7/23/17 P3P NSV_13 
NSV_40_D4 40 m 80/80 Jpg 8/6/17 P3P NSV_14 
NSV_50_D4 50 m 80/80 Jpg 8/6/17 P3P NSV_15 
NSV_60_D4 60 m 80/80 Jpg 8/6/17 P3P NSV_16 
NSV_80_D4 80 m 80/80 Jpg 8/6/17 P3P NSV_17 
NSV_60_D4_L 40 m 80/80 Jpg 8/6/17 P3P NSV_18 
NSV_80_D4_L 50 m 80/80 Jpg 8/6/17 P3P NSV_19 
NSV_60_D4 60 m 80/80 Jpg 8/6/17 P3P NSV_20 
NSV_40_D5 40 m 80/80 Jpg 9/10/17 P3P NSV_21 
NSV_50_D5 50 m 80/80 Jpg 9/10/17 P3P NSV_22 
NSV_60_D5 60 m 80/80 Jpg 9/10/17 P3P NSV_23 
NSV_80_D5 80 m 80/80 Jpg 9/10/17 P3P NSV_24 
NSV_60_D5_A 60 m 80/80 Jpg 9/10/17 P3P NSV_25 
NSV_60_D6_1 60 m 80/80 Jpg 11/15/17 P4P NSV_26 
NSV_60_D6_2 60 m 80/80 Jpg 11/15/17 P4P NSV_27 
NSV_60_D6_3 60 m 80/80 Jpg 11/15/17 P4P NSV_28 
NSV_60_D6_4 60 m 80/80 Jpg 11/15/17 P4P NSV_29 
NSV_60_D6_5 60 m 80/80 Jpg 11/15/17 P4P NSV_30 
NSV_60_D7_1 60 m 80/80 Jpg 11/29/17 P4P NSV_31 
NSV_60_D7_2 60 m 80/80 Jpg 11/29/17 P4P NSV_32 
NSV_60_D7_4 60 m 80/80 Jpg 11/29/17 P4P NSV_33 
NSV_60_D7_5 60 m 80/80 Jpg 11/29/17 P4P NSV_34 
NSV_80_D7_1 80 m 80/80 Jpg 11/29/17 P4P NSV_35 
NSV_80_D7_2 80 m 80/80 Jpg 11/29/17 P4P NSV_36 
NSV_80_D7_4 80 m 80/80 Jpg 11/29/17 P4P NSV_37 
NSV_80_D7_5 80 m 80/80 Jpg 11/29/17 P4P NSV_38 
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3.7 Data Collection 
 The start of each data set collection began by setting up the aerial targets 
at each GCP location established with the total station. A total of thirty-one 
targets were laid out using a hole in the center of each target to align the target 
as accurately as possible over each plastic 9-inch tent stake driven into the 
ground. Once all targets were properly placed within the site the weather 
conditions were recorded to provide a reference for fluctuations in the final 
results. The flight mission plan was then selected, or if needed a new one 
created, within the flight planning application. The mission was then uploaded to 
the UAV and the flight started. Each flight was flown at 2 m/s and imagery 
captured at nadir. 
 During each flight, the Map Pilot application was monitored closely to 
check the real-time feedback on the flight parameters. Missed images and 
motion blur are important to check as they can quickly indicate whether the 
mission would need to be re-flown. This occurred on several occasions in which 
wind gusts or unexplained errors in the flight caused missed images and/or 
excess motion blur. Each of the first five flight days consisted of at least four 
standard flights at 40, 50, 60, and 80 meters above ground level (AGL) using the 
same flight path. This was done to keep a standard set of images across time. 
On days six and seven a different approach was taken and only the 60 and 80-
meter flight altitudes were conducted. Instead of flying the 40 and 50-meter 
altitudes, additional flights were flown at the 60 and 80-meter altitudes removing 
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the targets from the study site manually by walking the site and collecting 
selected targets between flights. This was to test whether the additional targets 
left in the study area were affecting the accuracy outcomes by providing the SfM 
processing algorithm with additional tie points that would not have been available 
under reduced aerial target circumstances. 
Once the standard mission set (40m, 50m, 60m, 80m) had been flown on 
days one though five, additional flights were flown to test for other influences 
affecting mapping accuracies. Flight path and target type were tested on day four 
with flights NSV_18, NSV_19, and NSV_20 (Table 4). All flights captured nadir 
photography only. On the third flight day it was not possible to complete the 
standard mission set due to changing weather conditions and flight numbers 
NSV 10 and NSV 11 were canceled (Table 4). Only two of the four standard 
mission flights, the 60m and 80m, were performed that afternoon. 
3.8 Data Processing 
 Processing was completed using AgiSoft’s® PhotoScan Professional. This 
software is very competitively priced and offers the user fine adjustment for those 
wanting more control over the processing parameters. They also offer an 
education discount package which allows the purchase of the professional 
version of the software at a reduced price. In addition, many of the software 
developers now offer monthly pricing, allowing for the short-term purchase of 
software for a fraction of the cost. The software becomes unusable once the time 
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period expires but can always be renewed at any time. This gives researchers 
the flexibility to lease these expensive products as their research agenda 
requires it. 
 Four levels of control scenarios were processed in PhotoScan 
Professional for each flight using the aerial targets in the study site to identify the 
locations of the thirty GCPs. The first control scenario implemented fifteen of the 
thirty ground survey points as control points with the other fifteen used as check 
points for accuracy assessment. The second control scenario used the fifteen 
check points from the first scenario as control, and the other fifteen GCPs used 
as control in the first scenario as check points. The third control scenario 
implemented eleven control points with the other nineteen used as check points. 
The fourth control scenario implemented eight control points with the other 
twenty-two used as check points. The standard mission set, and control 
scenarios were always processed using the same parameters for each step in 
the PhotoScan workflow. 
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Table 5. PhotoScan “Standard Mission” Alignment and Construction Processing 
Parameters. 
Alignment parameters Values 
Accuracy High 
Generic preselection Yes 
Reference preselection Yes 
Key point limit 40,000 
Tie point limit 10,000 
Adaptive camera model fitting Yes 
Reconstruction parameters 
 
Quality High 
Depth filtering Aggressive 
 
 
The first step in processing each of the four control scenarios in the 
PhotoScan workflow was to align the images collected by the UAS. During this 
step, points within the image overlaps were matched, camera positions were 
estimated, and a sparse point cloud was created. Accuracy is typically always set 
to high in the PhotoScan alignment menu. This process only takes a few minutes 
and allows the user to see an estimate of all the camera positions for each of the 
images. This is an important initial phase as it allows one to identify areas where 
images may have been missed during flight. 
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Step two in the PhotoScan workflow involved locating the GCP targets 
and placing a marker on each photo. These were identified by locating the center 
points of the aerial targets in the images. Once a GCP for a specific location was 
marked, PhotoScan attempted to mark all other targets in the corresponding 
images. This process typically only gets close and usually requires the user to 
manually adjust each marker for greater accuracy. This can be time consuming 
when many targets and images are involved. For instance, in the 60-meter data 
set with thirty aerial targets, each target was found in a minimum of ten images 
and a maximum of twenty-eight images. This created a scenario in which the 
markers had to be manually adjusted 543 times in just one dataset. Figure 11 
shows the marker adjustment process, which would take approximately 2-3 
hours per data set. Once marker placement was completed, coordinates were 
imported from the total station/GNSS data files and camera locations were 
reoptimized. 
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Figure 11. Marker Adjustment Process in PhotoScan Professional. 
 
 
The third step involved generating the dense point cloud by densifying the 
sparse point cloud. This was the most computationally intensive and time-
consuming step in the PhotoScan workflow. Each dense point cloud took several 
hours to complete. The DEM and Orthomosaic were then created using the 
dense point cloud. Finally, a PhotoScan report was generated for each standard 
flight and control scenario that recorded all processing parameters.
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CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
 
 These results were obtained based on seven days of flights at the Native 
Son Vineyard. The seven days spanned across the full growing season of the 
vineyard with the first flight taking place on May 6th, 2017 and the final flight on 
November 26th, 2017. Thirty-eight flights were performed at a range of different 
altitudes and under a variety of scenarios including different target types, flight 
paths, UASs, and levels of ground control. 
While data for days one through five were collected at four different 
altitudes, the results and discussion will focus primarily on the 60-meter collects. 
This is due to several factors that presented themselves during the field work and 
data processing phases. First, the 60-meter flights provided the most consistent 
data set having been flown on every one of the flight days and included all the 
different flight scenarios mentioned above. Second, the 60-meter collected data 
provided higher accuracy (further detailed in the altitude comparison section) and 
reduced the processing times as compared to the 40 or the 50-meter data sets 
and was nearly equal in accuracy to the 80-meter. Third, the image resolution for 
the 60-meter was only slightly lower from the 40 and 50-meter data sets. Table 6 
below shows the ground resolution for all four altitudes. Lastly, the 60-meter 
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flights were safer to fly using the automated flight control as it easily cleared all 
tree heights even as the UAS moved to the higher terrain at the west end of the 
vineyard. The 80-meter was equally accurate when compared to the 60-meter 
except for the lower ground resolution and lack of a complete data set. 
 
Table 6. Comparison of Ground Resolution by Altitude. 
Flight Altitude Approximate Ground 
Resolution 
Approximate Number of 
Images 
40-meter 1.64 cm/pix 156 
50-meter 2.06 cm/pix 110 
60-meter 2.47 cm/pix 82 
80-meter 3.42 cm/pix 52 
 
 
Table 7 contains all of the 60-meter flights processed at four levels of 
control with their associated RMS error. The flight code is derived from the 
abbreviated name of the location, the altitude of the flight in meters, the day of 
the flight, the level of control, and any deviation from the standard flight 
parameters respectively. Flights from day 6 and day 7 were flown using the P4P 
UAS as the P3P suffered a motherboard failure and could not be repaired in time 
to be used on the final two flight days. 
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Table 7. All 60-Meter Flights with Their Associated RMS Errors. 
Flight Code Check Control 
 X Err 
(cm) 
 Y Err 
(cm) 
 Z Err 
(cm) 
 Tot 
(cm) 
NSV_60m_D1_2 15 15 1.715 2.110 2.505 3.697 
NSV_60m_D1_3 15 15 3.553 1.986 1.990 4.531 
NSV_60m_D1_4 19 11 2.154 1.843 1.825 3.372 
NSV_60m_D1_5 22 8 2.475 1.677 2.162 3.690 
NSV_60m_D2_2 15 15 1.774 2.132 1.529 3.168 
NSV_60m_D2_3 15 15 4.148 1.964 1.414 4.802 
NSV_60m_D2_4 19 11 2.181 1.839 1.141 3.073 
NSV_60m_D2_5 22 8 3.271 1.650 1.529 3.970 
NSV_60m_D3_2_LW 15 15 1.375 2.432 2.066 3.476 
NSV_60m_D3_3_LW 15 15 1.352 2.281 2.606 3.719 
NSV_60m_D3_4_LW 19 11 1.220 2.441 2.728 3.859 
NSV_60m_D3_5_LW 22 8 1.817 2.443 3.264 4.464 
NSV_60m_D4_2 15 15 1.859 2.081 2.642 3.843 
NSV_60m_D4_3 15 15 3.946 2.071 2.267 5.001 
NSV_60m_D4_4 19 11 2.040 1.802 2.556 3.734 
NSV_60m_D4_5 22 8 2.875 1.671 2.691 4.279 
NSV_60m2_D4_2_LW 15 15 1.233 1.421 1.913 2.685 
NSV_60m2_D4_3_LW 15 15 1.812 2.127 3.137 4.202 
NSV_60m2_D4_4_LW 19 11 1.642 1.921 2.944 3.880 
NSV_60m2_D4_5_LW 22 8 1.477 1.309 2.548 3.223 
NSV_60m3_D4_2_Tar 15 15 1.709 2.390 1.935 3.518 
NSV_60m3_D4_3_Tar 15 15 3.797 1.910 1.699 4.578 
NSV_60m3_D4_4_Tar 19 11 1.796 2.073 1.908 3.341 
NSV_60m3_D4_5_Tar 22 8 2.377 1.755 2.364 3.784 
NSV_60m_D5_2 15 15 1.919 2.012 2.681 3.863 
NSV_60m_D5_3 15 15 4.075 1.880 2.221 5.007 
NSV_60m_D5_4 19 11 1.981 1.700 2.405 3.550 
NSV_60m_D5_5 22 8 2.578 1.582 2.205 3.744 
NSV_60m2_D5_2_Ang 15 15 1.655 1.899 2.388 3.471 
NSV_60m2_D5_3_Ang 15 15 2.407 1.960 1.864 3.621 
NSV_60m2_D5_4_Ang 19 11 1.761 1.651 2.985 3.839 
NSV_60m2_D5_5_Ang 22 8 2.164 1.594 4.390 5.147 
NSV_60m_D6_2 15 15 1.182 2.084 1.291 2.722 
NSV_60m_D6_3 15 15 1.313 1.934 1.308 2.679 
NSV_60m_D6_4 19 11 1.022 1.874 1.513 2.617 
NSV_60m_D6_5 22 8 1.206 1.853 1.206 2.519 
NSV_60m_D6_6 24 6 1.219 1.922 1.518 2.736 
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NSV_60m_D6_7 25 5 1.230 1.985 1.907 3.015 
NSV_60m_D6_8 26 4 1.017 3.151 1.938 3.837 
NSV_60m_D6_9 27 3 2.217 2.917 6.559 7.513 
NSV_60m_D7_2 15 15 1.268 1.873 1.463 2.694 
NSV_60m_D7_3 15 15 1.070 1.633 1.646 2.554 
NSV_60m_D7_4 19 11 1.065 1.704 1.517 2.519 
NSV_60m_D7_5 22 8 1.249 1.675 1.507 2.577 
 
 
4.1 PhotoScan Accuracy 
The accuracy measurements from PhotoScan’s report have been visually 
crosschecked using a shapefile made from the survey data coupled with the 
PhotoScan generated orthomosaics within ESRI™ ArcGIS® Pro. Six points, 
three control and three check, were selected across the vineyard from 
NSV_60m_D5_5_no20 to be crosschecked. The PhotoScan reports are 
generated at site level scale and thus the ellipses are amplified so that they can 
be seen more easily. This allows for easy visualization and quick comparison of 
survey points across the site. The direction and exaggeration of the ellipse shows 
the trajectory and amount of error at each point relative to the other points. These 
error maps are not intended to show exact error values; however, the exact error 
values are provided in a table below the maps in the PhotoScan reports. 
Figure 12 and Table 8 show one of the three check point comparisons 
using GCP nine. GCP nine had one of the largest errors in the flight data set 
used for crosschecking. The survey shapefile was overlaid onto the PhotoScan 
generated orthomosaic and digital elevation model (DEM). The distance between 
the point in the survey shapefile and its location in the orthomosaic was then 
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measured for each of the x, y and z coordinates. The same point was then 
compared to the PhotoScan report (Table 8). Figure 12 shows that the trajectory 
of error from the PhotoScan report closely matches the trajectory of error seen in 
the ArcGIS® Pro comparison. The greatest difference between the ArcGIS® Pro 
measurement and PhotoScan report error was in the z coordinate with a 
discrepancy of 4.5 cm. The X and y values were much closer at 2.3 and 1.1 cm, 
respectively. 
 
  
 
Figure 12. Error Trajectory from Survey Point Nine in ArcGIS Pro Compared to 
PhotoScan Report, Respectively. 
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Table 8. Check Point Nine in the Orthomosaic Compared to Check Point Nine in 
the PhotoScan Report from 60m Altitude. 
Point X Y Z 
Ortho 9 540789.715 229851.682 276.558 
Survey 9 540789.624 229851.722 276.630 
Difference (m) 0.090 -0.040 -0.072 
Converted (cm) 9.020 -4.016 -7.210 
PhotoScan Report 
(cm) 6.676 -2.873 -2.748 
Discrepancy (cm) 2.344 1.143 4.462 
NAD_1983_2011_StatePlane_North_Carolina_FIPS_3200 
 
 
Figure 13 and Table 9 show one of the three control point comparisons 
using survey point seventeen. Again, the survey shapefile was overlaid onto the 
PhotoScan generated orthomosaic and DEM. The distance between the point in 
the survey shapefile and its location in the orthomosaic is then measured for 
each of the x, y and z coordinates. The same point was then compared to the 
PhotoScan report (Figure 13). The trajectory for point seventeen in the 
orthomosaic is slightly different from the PhotoScan report. The trajectory of the x 
and y positioning is slightly more to the northwest where in the PhotoScan report 
it appears to only show error to the north. However, the error is so small for this 
location that it is difficult to discern the ellipse elongation (Figure 13). The 
greatest difference between the ArcGIS Pro measurement and PhotoScan report 
error was in the x coordinate with a discrepancy of 2.2 cm (Table 9). The y and z 
values were much closer at 1.3 and 0.7 cm, respectively (Table 9). 
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Figure 13. Survey Point Seventeen in ArcGIS Pro Compared to PhotoScan 
Report. 
 
 
Table 9. Control Point Nine in the Orthomosaic Compared to Check Point Nine in 
the PhotoScan Report. 
Point X Y Z 
Ortho 17 540913.137 229869.119 263.399 
Survey 17 540913.114 229869.136 263.413 
Difference (m) 0.022 -0.017 -0.014 
Converted (cm) 2.255 -1.725 -1.433 
PhotoScan Report 
(cm) -0.006 -0.417 -0.640 
Discrepancy (cm) 2.261 1.308 0.793 
NAD_1983_2011_StatePlane_North_Carolina_FIPS_3200 
 
 
4.2 Altitude Comparison 
The altitude comparison was accomplished using the data from day 2 and 
processed with eight control points and twenty-three check points. Unexpectedly, 
the overall accuracy improved with each increase in altitude (Table 10) with the 
highest RMS error at 7.43595 cm for the 40-meter data set. The lowest RMS 
error was found to be in the 80-meter data set at 4.86006 cm. The largest single 
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point error value recorded for each altitude (Table 11) revealed that the largest 
error of 13.865 cm was recorded at the 40-meter altitude for the Z parameter. 
The smallest maximum error of 3.26607 was recorded at the 60-meter altitude for 
the Y parameter. The Y parameter tended to have the lowest RMS error and the 
smallest maximum error for all flights at the vineyard. 
 
Table 10. Day Two Flights at Four Different Altitudes with RMS Error in 
Centimeters. 
 
 
 
Table 11. Maximum Error Value Recorded for Each Flight for X, Y, and Z. 
 
 
 
 All UAV flights have a level of natural variability due to the many factors 
that affect the flight of the UAV and image capture. Additionally, processing the 
flight data in PhotoScan has variability due to the objective nature of manually 
placing the markers to represent the survey points in every image. T-tests were 
used to help discern whether the variance in error between the flight altitudes 
was due to actual differences in the methods or simply due to natural variation in 
the data collection and processing. Twelve paired t-tests were performed at the 
Flight Code Check Control  X error (cm)  Y error (cm)  Z error (cm)  Total (cm)
NSV_40m_D2_5 23 8 4.37529 1.90536 5.70262 7.43595
NSV_50m_D2_5 23 8 5.45435 1.74638 4.18068 7.09069
NSV_60m_D2_5 23 8 4.80867 1.71368 2.50629 5.68696
NSV_80m_D2_5 23 8 3.32043 1.56662 3.18444 4.86006
Flight Code Check Control  X error (cm)  Y error (cm)  Z error (cm)
NSV_40m_D2_5 23 8 10.1655 5.1855 13.865
NSV_50m_D2_5 23 8 11.6481 3.90969 9.30742
NSV_60m_D2_5 23 8 11.2562 3.26607 4.98803
NSV_80m_D2_5 23 8 9.25169 5.08121 7.11106
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95% confidence interval for all combinations of the four altitudes tested and are 
summarized in Table 12. A full t-test example can be seen in Table 13. The null 
and alternative hypotheses used in all altitude comparison t-tests can be seen 
below. 
 
H0 : µԃ = 0 
H1 : µԃ ≠ 0 (two-tailed) 
 
Table 12. Summary of All Twelve Paired Two Sample for Means T-Tests for the 
Altitude Comparison Data with Significant Comparisons in Bold. 
 
 
  
P(T<=t) two-tail t Stat t Critical two-tail
40_Total(cm) 80_Total(cm) 0.00020442 4.44305192 2.073873068
50_Total(cm) 80_Total(cm) 0.00006949 4.885834037 2.073873068
60_Total(cm) 80_Total(cm) 0.05437133 2.032280987 2.073873068
40_Total(cm) 60_Total(cm) 0.00136613 3.663276063 2.073873068
50_Total(cm) 60_Total(cm) 0.00001832 5.439197947 2.073873068
80_Total(cm) 60_Total(cm) 0.05437133 -2.032280987 2.073873068
40_Total(cm) 50_Total(cm) 0.54291292 0.618011959 2.073873068
60_Total(cm) 50_Total(cm) 0.00001832 -5.439197947 2.073873068
80_Total(cm) 50_Total(cm) 0.00006949 -4.885834037 2.073873068
50_Total(cm) 40_Total(cm) 0.54291292 -0.618011959 2.073873068
60_Total(cm) 40_Total(cm) 0.00136613 -3.663276063 2.073873068
80_Total(cm) 40_Total(cm) 0.00020442 -4.44305192 2.073873068
Elevation Data Sets Compared
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Table 13. Paired Two Sample for Means T-Test Results for 40-Meter to 80-Meter 
Comparison. 
t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means 40_Total(cm) 80_Total(cm) 
Mean 6.4291 4.3067 
Variance 14.5951 5.3028 
Observations 23 23 
Pearson Correlation 0.8326   
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0   
df 22   
t Stat 4.4431   
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.0001   
t Critical one-tail 1.7171   
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.0002   
t Critical two-tail 2.0739   
 
 
Statistically significant differences were present when the 40-meter data 
set was compared to both the 60-meter and 80-meter data sets with p-values of 
.0013 and .0002 respectively. Thus, the null hypothesis was rejected in both of 
those scenarios. No significant statistical difference was found when the 40-
meter data set was compared to the 50-meter data set with a p-value of 0.5429. 
The null hypothesis was accepted for that scenario. 
The 50-meter data set did show a significant statistical difference when 
compared to the 60-meter and the 80-meter data sets with p-values of .00001 
and .00006 respectively. The null hypothesis was thus rejected in both of those 
scenarios. There was no statistically significant difference when the 60-meter 
data set was compared to the 80-meter data set with a p-value of .0543 and the 
null hypothesis was accepted in that scenario. 
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4.3 Ground Control and Accuracy 
 In order to determine the point at which additional ground control no 
longer improved accuracy, control points were systematically decreased and 
switched to check points during processing. This was accomplished by 
decreasing the number of control points from fifteen to eleven and then from 
eleven to eight. This resulted in three different control level scenarios. One 
additional scenario was added to this where the fifteen control points used in the 
fifteen-control scenario were swapped with the fifteen check points. The purpose 
was to determine if using the same number of targets but in different locations 
had an impact on accuracy. All control scenarios, with the associated survey 
points, can be seen in Table 14. Paired and unpaired t-tests were used to 
determine statistical significance at the 95% confidence interval between control 
scenarios. Unpaired t-tests were used when the check points were different 
between the comparisons. 
 
H0 : µԃ = 0 
H1 : µԃ ≠ 0 (two-tailed) 
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Table 14. Control Scenarios and Associated Survey Points Used. 
 
 
 
In all control level scenarios for day one, none showed a statistically 
significant change in accuracy when using a paired or unpaired two sample t-test 
at the 95% confidence interval. The greatest difference was expected to be 
between the fifteen-control point and eight-control point scenarios. However, as 
can be seen in Table 15, the total accuracy outcomes are nearly identical at 
3.69724 cm and 3.69039 cm for the fifteen-control and eight-control point 
scenarios, respectively. The largest variance in the control scenarios tested 
came from switching the control and check points under the fifteen-control point 
scenarios which switched control points from the corners of the study site to 
control points more centrally located. 
 
15-Control 
Scenario
15-Control 
Scenario
11-Control 
Scenario
8-Control 
Scenario
Point 1 Point 3 Point 2 Point 2
Point 2 Point 4 Point 4 Point 5
Point 5 Point 6 Point 9 Point 7
Point 8 Point 7 Point 12 Point 11
Point 9 Point 11 Point 15 Point 17
Point 10 Point 13 Point 17 Point 18
Point 12 Point 14 Point 18 Point 25
Point 15 Point 16 Point 23 Point 30
Point 17 Point 19 Point 26
Point 18 Point 21 Point 27
Point 22 Point 23 Point 30
Point 24 Point 26
Point 25 Point 27
Point 28 Point 29
Point 30 Point 31
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Table 15. Day One Control Point Scenarios and Accuracy Outcomes. 
Flight Code Check Control 
 X Err 
(cm) 
 Y Err 
(cm) 
 Z Err 
(cm) 
 Tot 
(cm) 
NSV_60m_D1_2 15 15 1.7150 2.110 2.505 3.697 
NSV_60m_D1_3 15 15 3.553 1.986 1.990 4.531 
NSV_60m_D1_4 19 11 2.154 1.843 1.825 3.372 
NSV_60m_D1_5 22 8 2.475 1.677 2.162 3.690 
 
 
 The comparison between the fifteen-control and eight-control scenario 
data sets (Table 16) from day two did prove significant using a paired two sample 
t-test at the 95% confidence interval yielding a p-value of 0.0174. However, none 
of the other control scenarios showed a statistically significant change in 
accuracy when using a paired or unpaired two sample t-test at the 95% 
confidence interval. Again, the largest variance in the control scenarios tested 
came from switching the control and check points under the fifteen-control point 
scenarios, though it still did not test significant using an unpaired two sample t-
test. 
 
Table 16. Day Two Control Point Scenarios and Accuracy Outcomes. 
Flight Code Check Control 
 X Err 
(cm) 
 Y Err 
(cm) 
 Z Err 
(cm) 
 Tot 
(cm) 
NSV_60m_D2_2 15 15 1.774 2.132 1.529 3.168 
NSV_60m_D2_3 15 15 4.148 1.964 1.414 4.802 
NSV_60m_D2_4 19 11 2.181 1.839 1.141 3.073 
NSV_60m_D2_5 22 8 3.271 1.650 1.529 3.970 
 
 
Unlike days one and two, which used the widthwise flight pattern, day 
three used the lengthwise flight pattern. The paired two sample t-tests run on the 
data from day three (Table 17) tested significant at the 95% confidence interval 
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when the fifteen-control scenario was compared to the eleven-control scenario 
and when the fifteen-control scenario was compared to the 8-control scenario. 
The p-value for the fifteen-control to eleven-control comparison was 0.015 and 
the p-value for the fifteen-control to eight-control comparison was 0.005. The 
variance for switching the control and check points under the fifteen-control point 
scenarios for day three this time showed the least variance of all the day three 
comparisons. This differed from the comparison outcomes from days one and 
two in which it showed the largest variance. 
 
Table 17. Day Three Control Point Scenarios and Accuracy Outcomes. 
Flight Code Check Control 
 X Err 
(cm) 
 Y Err 
(cm) 
 Z Err 
(cm) 
 Tot 
(cm) 
NSV_60m_D3_2_L 15 15 1.375 2.432 2.066 3.476 
NSV_60m_D3_3_L 15 15 1.352 2.281 2.606 3.719 
NSV_60m_D3_4_L 19 11 1.220 2.441 2.728 3.859 
NSV_60m_D3_5_L 22 8 1.817 2.443 3.264 4.464 
 
 
The error rates (Table 18) from day four were slightly higher than any of 
the seven flight days at the 60-meter altitude. The data comparisons from day 
four did not prove significant using paired two sample t-tests at the 95% 
confidence interval. However, the comparison between the fifteen-control 
scenario to the eleven and eight-control scenarios proved significant at the 90% 
confidence interval level using the paired two sample t-test. The error rates and 
variance were greatest when switching the control and check points under the 
two fifteen-control point scenarios for day four. The comparison between these 
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two data sets however did not prove significant using the unpaired two sample t-
test. 
 
Table 18. Day Four Control Point Scenarios and Accuracy Outcomes. 
Flight Code Check Control 
 X Err 
(cm) 
 Y Err 
(cm) 
 Z Err 
(cm) 
 Tot 
(cm) 
NSV_60m_D4_2 15 15 1.859 2.081 2.642 3.843 
NSV_60m_D4_3 15 15 3.946 2.071 2.267 5.001 
NSV_60m_D4_4 19 11 2.040 1.802 2.556 3.734 
NSV_60m_D4_5 22 8 2.875 1.671 2.691 4.279 
 
 
Day five had the second highest error rates (Table 19) out of the seven 
flight days at the 60-meter altitude. None of the comparisons to the fifteen-control 
scenario proved significant at 90% or 95% confidence interval using the paired or 
unpaired t-test on this day. The error rates and variance were greatest when 
switching the control and check points under the two fifteen-control point 
scenarios for day five. The comparison between these two data sets however, 
again did not prove significant using the unpaired two sample t-test. 
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Table 19. Day Five Control Point Scenarios and Accuracy Outcomes. 
Flight Code Check Control 
 X Err 
(cm) 
 Y Err 
(cm) 
 Z Err 
(cm) 
 Tot 
(cm) 
NSV_60m_D5_2 15 15 1.919 2.012 2.681 3.863 
NSV_60m_D5_3 15 15 4.075 1.880 2.221 5.007 
NSV_60m_D5_4 19 11 1.981 1.700 2.405 3.550 
NSV_60m_D5_5 22 8 2.578 1.582 2.205 3.744 
 
 
Day six was flown, and data collected, using the new P4P UAS utilizing 
the improved camera and global shutter system. Also, this was the only data, 
from any of the flight days, that was processed under four additional reduced 
control scenarios dropping the number of control points to six, five, four and 
three. The variance and error rates (Table 20) from day six were the second 
lowest of all the seven flight days. Only day seven had lower variance and 
accuracy outcomes. 
None of the day six comparisons to the fifteen-control scenario proved 
significant until the control was reduced to only four points. The 4-control point 
scenario, which hadn’t been used on any of the other flight data, showed 
significance at the 90% confidence interval. Once the control was reduced to 
three, it showed significance at the 95% confidence interval. Switching the 
control and check points under the two fifteen-control point scenarios for day six 
resulted in improved accuracy. The improved accuracy for the control and check 
point switch was unique to only the day six and day seven data sets as all other 
switching control and check point scenarios resulted in reduced accuracy. 
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However, there was no statistical significance at either the five or ten percent 
level. 
 
Table 20. Day Six Control Point Scenarios and Accuracy Outcomes. 
Flight Code Check Control 
 X Err 
(cm) 
 Y Err 
(cm) 
 Z Err 
(cm) 
 Tot 
(cm) 
NSV_60m_D6_2 15 15 1.182 2.084 1.291 2.722 
NSV_60m_D6_3 15 15 1.313 1.934 1.308 2.679 
NSV_60m_D6_4 19 11 1.022 1.874 1.513 2.617 
NSV_60m_D6_5 22 8 1.206 1.853 1.206 2.519 
NSV_60m_D6_6 24 6 1.219 1.922 1.518 2.736 
NSV_60m_D6_7 25 5 1.230 1.985 1.907 3.015 
NSV_60m_D6_8 26 4 1.017 3.151 1.938 3.837 
NSV_60m_D6_9 27 3 2.217 2.917 6.559 7.513 
 
 
Day seven variance and error rates (Table 21) were the lowest of all the 
seven flight days. Like day six, day seven also used the new P4P UAS utilizing 
the improved camera and global shutter system. None of the comparisons to the 
fifteen-control scenario proved significant at the 90% or 95% confidence interval 
using the paired or unpaired t-test on day seven. Switching the control and check 
points under the two fifteen-control point scenarios for days seven resulted in 
improved accuracy. However, there was no statistical significance at either the 
90% or 95% confidence interval. 
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Table 21. Day Seven Control Point Scenarios and Accuracy Outcomes. 
Flight Code Check Control 
 X Err 
(cm) 
 Y Err 
(cm) 
 Z Err 
(cm) 
 Tot 
(cm) 
NSV_60m_D7_2 15 15 1.268 1.873 1.463 2.694 
NSV_60m_D7_3 15 15 1.070 1.633 1.646 2.554 
NSV_60m_D7_4 19 11 1.065 1.704 1.517 2.519 
NSV_60m_D7_5 22 8 1.249 1.675 1.507 2.577 
 
 
4.4 60m Collects Using Eight Control Points and Replicability of Accuracy 
 Table 22 contains the RMS error for all seven days of flights at the 60-
meter altitude and using eight control points to 65eoreferenced the point clouds 
and orthomosaics. It is important to note that day six and seven were flown using 
the P4P UAS with the improved camera. Using the P4P UAS, also provided the 
lowest error of all seven days of flights at 60-meters. The day with the highest 
RMS error was day three, however, the 60-meter flight from that day was flown 
using the ‘lengthwise’ alternate flight pattern. This was the only day that the 
standard widthwise flight pattern wasn’t used due to time constraints on that 
date. However, as will be seen in the ‘Flight path’ analysis, the accuracy outcome 
difference between the widthwise and lengthwise flight paths were negligible. 
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Table 22. RMS Error for 60-Meter Data Collects Using Eight Control Points 
Across All Seven Flight Days. 
Day UAS 
X error 
(cm) 
Y error 
(cm) 
Z error 
(cm) 
Total 
(cm) 
1 P3P 2.475 1.677 2.162 3.690 
2 P3P 3.271 1.650 1.529 3.970 
3 P3P 1.817 2.443 3.264 4.464 
4 P3P 2.875 1.671 2.691 4.279 
5 P3P 2.578 1.582 2.205 3.744 
6 P4P 1.206 1.853 1.206 2.519 
7 P4P 1.249 1.675 1.507 2.577 
 
 
The two different UAS types showed only a small amount variability in the 
variance of total RMS error. The standard deviation for all 60-meter flights under 
the eight-control point scenario and across all seven flight days, including both 
UAS types, was 0.7159 (Table 23). The P4P had a lower standard deviation than 
the P3P with 0.0286 and 0.3003, respectively (Table 23). However, it is important 
to note that the standard deviation for the P3P was calculated from five flights 
while the standard deviation for the P4P used only two flights. The variability 
might have increased for the P4P if a larger data set was used. 
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Table 23. Standard Deviation and Variance of RMS Error Across All Seven Days 
and for Each UAS Type. 
Statistic X error (cm) Y error (cm) Z error (cm) Total (cm) 
Both UAS         
Var. 0.5512 0.0763 0.4561 0.5125 
Sta. Dev. 0.7424 0.2762 0.6753 0.7159 
P4P only         
Var. 0.0005 0.0080 0.0226 0.0008 
Sta. Dev. 0.0216 0.0893 0.1504 0.0286 
P3P only         
Var. 0.2311 0.1031 0.3359 0.0902 
Sta. Dev. 0.4807 0.3211 0.5795 0.3004 
 
 
The variance from the mean, across all seven days, was greater in the x 
and z coordinates than in the y coordinate (Table 23). However, once the data 
were separated into UAS types, the outcomes were different. The P3P data 
showed the same pattern of standard deviation distribution as the combined 
seven days of data in the x, y, and z coordinates. The x and z coordinates 
showed the highest variance and the y coordinate displayed the lowest in the 
P3P data. The P4P data resulted in a different outcome distribution with the x 
coordinate showing the least variance followed by the y and z coordinates 
respectively. In both the combined and isolated UAS data sets, the z coordinate 
always displayed the largest variance from the mean. 
Figure 14 shows the total accumulated error at each check point across all 
seven days at 60-meters and under the eight-control point scenario. Points nine 
and thirty-one had the highest accumulated errors of any of the check points 
(Figure 15). The largest errors were found at the western end of the vineyard. 
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This was the highest elevation in the vineyard with the bare ground elevation 12 
meters higher on the west end then the east end. Points nine and thirty-one had 
as much as four times the error of some of the other check points and were 
located only seventeen meters apart. Check point twenty-six had the third 
highest error and was located ten meters west of the center of the 167-meter-
long vineyard. Points one and six were the two points with the lowest 
accumulated errors were located along the south edge of the vineyard. Point one 
is located in the western area and point six in the eastern area. 
 
 
 
Figure 14. Total Accumulated Error for Each Check Point Across All Days Using 
Eight Control Points. 
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Figure 15. Average Error and Location for 60-Meter Collects Using Eight Control 
Points.
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CHAPTER V 
DISCUSSION 
 
5.1 Altitude Comparison 
This research indicates that the 80-meter data set is the most accurate for 
3D modeling via SfM and thus produced the most accurate digital mapping 
products. The 60-meter data set was very close in accuracy outcomes and while 
it did not outperform the 80-meter, there was no statistically significant difference 
between the two. Once the flight altitude moved below sixty meters, the 
decreasing accuracy results started showing statistically significant differences 
when compared to the data from the higher altitude flights. 
The altitude comparison results were interesting in that the lower altitude 
data sets were very similar, statistically no difference in error, and yielded lower 
accuracy when compared to the two higher altitude data sets. Likewise, the two 
higher altitude results were very similar, statistically no difference in error, and 
yielded higher accuracy than the lower altitude flights. Also, worth noting is that 
the 50-meter and 60-meter data sets were statistically different and yet they were 
closer in altitude than the 60-meter and 80-meter data sets. The data point to 
some break point between 50 and 60 meters where accuracy starts to become 
increasingly more affected as the UAS moves below 60 meters. Though overall 
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each flight became less accurate from the last with each decrease in elevation 
going from 4.86 cm at 80 meters to 5.68 cm at 60 meters to 7.09 cm at 50 meters 
and to 7.43 cm at 40 meters. 
Additionally, most of the literature, and even some of the support 
documentation from the SfM software makers, pointed to the idea that the more 
images you had the better the model outcomes would be (Turner et al., 2012; 
Westoby et al., 2012; Torres et al., 2014; Suwardhi et al., 2015; Uysal et al., 
2015). The number of images however is directly related to flight elevation and 
the amount of overlap used during image capture. This was held constant at 80% 
front and 80% side overlap for this research. This was at the high end of overlap 
advised in the literature and by the flight app and SfM software makers. This is 
probable the reason that the number of images did not play a bigger role in 
accuracy outcomes as the 40-meter data set had the largest image collect of all 
the altitudes at 156 images. The 80-meter data set had the least number of 
images at 52, more than a third less images than the 40-meters collect. If overlap 
could not be measured due to the lack of an automated flight mapping app for 
instance, then the rule of more images would probably be more appropriate 
during image collection. 
While the lower altitude flights resulted in higher resolution images, they 
also resulted in more images taken at increasingly steeper oblique views. This 
would increase the distortion caused by parallax which is the displacement of the 
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position of an object with respect to the frame of reference as the observer 
moves (Wolf et al. 2014). This type of distortion increases as the observer, or 
camera in this case, moves closer to the object in question. If one were to hold a 
pencil in front of the eyes, and the head is moved side to side, the pencil would 
seem to move with respect to the objects behind it. The closer the object is 
brought to the eyes, the more significant the shift in position will appear. When 
performing the bundle adjustment and constructing the scene geometry, the SfM 
algorithm would have to average together images with a wider array of distortions 
(Triggs et al., 2000). This could explain why the lower altitude flights resulted in 
reduced accuracy and why the higher altitude flights improved the accuracy. 
Finally, it is worth mentioning that collecting data at the higher altitudes 
also has several advantages. First, the flight times are shorter due to the fact that 
the image footprint is larger and thus fewer flight lines are required to cover the 
same area at a higher altitude compared to a lower altitude. This can make a 
difference in flight times and even more so as the size of the site increases. Also, 
by reducing flight time you also reduced the number of batteries required to 
complete the flight. The batteries generally only last approximately twenty 
minutes or so and require nearly an hour to charge. 
Second, fewer images means faster processing times. Processing times 
were sometimes cut by as much as half when comparing processing of the 40-
meter data sets with approximately 150 images to the 80-meter data sets which 
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averaged only 50 images. The 40-meter data sets took close to two and a half 
hours to process and the 80-meter data sets took just over an hour. In addition to 
the processing time, the manual placement of markers in the imagery is reduced 
significantly as the 80-meter data set contains two thirds less images. Placing the 
markers took one to two hours for the 40-meter data sets and less than an hour 
for the 80-meter. However, it is worth mentioning that the use of this 3D-modeling 
technique in research not involving in depth accuracy assessments would have 
far fewer control/check points to place markers for in processing. The actual 
processing time involving tie-point creation, image matching and the generation 
of the sparse and dense point clouds, would still be the same.  
Third, flying the UAV at higher elevations reduces the risk of a collision 
and as mentioned earlier results in higher accuracy outcomes. Due to the 
mapping app’s lack of ability to adjust to ground elevation changes both safety 
and accuracy benefit from flying at higher altitudes. At the Native Son Vineyard, 
the ground elevation changed from 259 meters at the lowest point to 288 meters 
at the highest. This is a significant amount of ground elevation variability when 
flying as low as forty meters. If the mapping flight began at the low end this would 
result in the UAS being only eleven meters from the ground when it arrives at the 
highest point in the vineyard. This would more than likely be below the tree 
canopy and could easily result in an accident and reduced accuracy outcomes 
from severe parallax distortion. 
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5.2 Ground Control and Accuracy 
 The results for the ground control tests were surprising in that there was 
very little change in accuracy across all four initial ground control scenarios. The 
greatest variation was found when the fifteen control points were switched with 
the fifteen check points. The switching of the points was used to see if the 
positioning of the control points, and not just the number of control points, 
affected the accuracy outcomes. Indeed, it did consistently affect the accuracy of 
the data on the first five days of flights. The first five flight days were all flown, 
and data collected, using the older P3P UAS. 
The amount of error increased on those five flight day’s data sets when 
the points were switched. However, the second set of points, when switched to, 
did not have the four control points in the corners of the site. The points were 
more centrally located though still evenly dispersed throughout the site. Placing 
control points in the corners of the area to be mapped was common in other 
reviewed UAS research (Turner et al., 2012; Westoby et al., 2012; Torres et al., 
2014; Suwardhi et al., 2015; Uysal et al., 2015) and is also recommended for 
traditional aerial photogrammetry (Wolf et al., 2014). The error in the corners that 
no longer had control points increased while error in other areas of the 
orthomosaic decreased. This basically amounted to a slight reduction in accuracy 
and a different dispersion of the error across the site. While this is likely what 
caused the accuracy level to drop, none of the fifteen-control scenario switches 
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tested significant using unpaired t-tests. However, it seems unlikely that this 
would have happened by chance on every one of the P3P processed data sets. 
Unexpectedly though, the last two flight days using the P4P with the 
improved camera showed no reduction in accuracy when the control points were 
switched for the check points removing the control from the corners. In fact, the 
accuracy from the processed data sets collected using the P4P actually improved 
slightly when the control and check points were switched, and corner control 
removed. This improvement in accuracy did not prove statistically significant 
however. Thus, the fluctuation could have just been the result of normal 
variability in the mapping process. Unlike the P3P data which had five days’ 
worth of data to reinforce the accuracy trend, the P4P had only two days of 
collected data. This however, might be explained by the improved camera and 
shutter system producing higher quality and resolution images that are more 
easily interpreted by the SfM algorithms and thus are less affected by the 
distance between control points. 
The data across all seven days showed only small variability when control 
was reduced. Even when the control was reduced from fifteen to eight control 
points very little reduction in accuracy was seen (Table 22). Only two of the five 
flight days using the P3P showed a significant difference at the 95% confidence 
interval and one day at the 90% confidence interval between the fifteen-control 
scenario and the eight-control scenario. The other two flight days using the P3P 
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showed no significance. This lends support to their only being a need for limited 
control on the ground to achieve sub decimeter accuracy even when using a low-
cost camera and UAS. It was unexpected that almost no change in accuracy 
would be seen as the control was reduced to as low as eight points. In the 
original research design this was the lowest level of control and it was expected 
to yield a higher difference in the accuracy outcomes. For this reason, the 
research design was altered to take the most accurate of the flight days down 
four more levels of reduced control.   
Four additional control scenarios were added to the day six data set. The 
flight data from this day were chosen because it yielded the highest accuracy 
levels. It was also one of the flight days using the P4P with the improved camera. 
Control was reduced first to six points and the error increased from 2.519 to 
2.736 cm. As the control was reduced to five, the error increased again dropping 
from 2.736 to 3.015 cm. It wasn’t until dropping the control to four points, with the 
error going from 3.015 to 3.837 cm, that the error change started testing 
significant at 90% confidence interval using the paired t-tests. The final reduction 
in control, reducing to three control points, resulted in the error dropping to 7.513 
cm and reaching a 95% confidence interval (Table 20). 
This finding was significant as it clearly identifies the level of control where 
accuracy starts to become significantly affected. Even using only five control 
points there is very little loss of accuracy. Reducing control from fifteen to five 
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only reduced the total RMS error by .293 cm. In fact, the reduction in accuracy 
was so low that it was not statistically significant. The four-control scenario, 
testing significant at the 90% confidence interval, should not be overlooked as it 
increased the total RMS error by 1.114 cm to total of 3.837 cm. This is a 
comparable error rate seen from several of the other flights using the P3P UAS. 
However, the biggest issue becomes the maximum single point errors which 
reached as high as 9.875 cm under the 4-control scenario. The maximum single 
point error under the 3-control scenario was as high as 15.196 cm. 
Also, worth noting is that as the control was reduced each time, the 
removed points were added to the error check making it even more robust. The 
final five-control scenario was error checked using 25 points throughout the 
vineyard. Of the three coordinate parameters, x, y, and z, the highest error found 
across all the twenty-five check points was only 4.518 cm in the z-coordinate. 
The highest total error for any check point under the five-control scenario was 
only 5.231 cm. While the total RMS error for each data set is important, these 
maximum value errors are also important as they indicate areas where the SfM 
algorithm is having difficulties recreating the scene geometry. The difficulties are 
most likely an indication of the lack of control in that location. The largest error 
found across the entire site was only 5.231 cm supporting the notion that the 
quality of the models produced from a low-cost UAS/camera were high and 
comparable to other higher cost solutions. The applications for this 
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modeling/mapping approach should be broad and acceptable under even some 
of the strictest geomatics requirements. 
Finally, there seemed to be some correlation between accuracy and the 
varying topography at the site. The elevation increased from east to west by as 
much as twelve meters within the survey area of the site. The west end of the 
vineyard did show higher error rates in a few locations, but this was attributed to 
the reduced number of images overlapping in that area. However, as was 
previously discussed in the altitude section, the reduced overlap was caused by 
the UAS not compensating for the ground elevation change. Though this has yet 
to be tested, adding a buffer area of ten to twenty percent around the site might 
compensate for the overlap loss due to ground elevation change at the edges. 
Starting the flight at the highest elevation point within the site could also be 
another method to stop the UAS from moving closer to the ground during the 
flight. 
Additionally, elevation data could be incorporated into the flight planning 
software, but it would need to be to be of a resolution high enough to model the 
relief of a site this small. The MapPilot flight planning software offers elevation 
data that can be used by the app for altering the elevation during flight, but the 
resolution of the data is so coarse that it would have no effect at a study site as 
small as the vineyard. Currently, the app does not allow for the uploading of user 
data to be used in lieu of the elevation data supplied by the app maker. The 
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elevation issues, however, were not dramatic and the SfM algorithm 
implemented in the PhotoScan software proved to be robust in rendering the 
scene geometry under the topographic conditions found at the study site. This is 
proven evident by the accuracy results obtained during the course this research. 
5.3 Image Overlap, Camera Locations and X, Y and Z Error 
The western end of the vineyard had lower image overlap numbers when 
compared to any other location within the survey area. This means that there 
were fewer overlapping images involved in the recreation of the scene geometry 
used to create the dense point cloud and orthomosaic. Figure 16 shows an 
image overlap map with camera locations from day six at the 60-meter and eight 
control point scenario. The black dots are the locations of the camera when each 
image was taken during flight. The darkest blue areas in the map are the areas of 
optimum overlap and where more than nine images were used in scene 
recreation. 
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Figure 16. Camera Location and Image Overlap from Day Six at 60-Meters. 
 
 
When the UAS flies a preprogrammed flight path it doesn’t compensate for 
elevation changes. This is not currently available for a site this small within the 
current iteration of the MapPilot app. For this reason, when the UAS flies over 
areas of increasing elevation the image foot print decreases in size. In the case 
of the site used in this research, there was a change in elevation of twelve 
meters going from the east end of the vineyard to the west end. This caused the 
UAV to fly an image overlap pattern for a sixty-meter flight altitude at forty-eight 
meters at the west end of the site. 
The MapPilot algorithm built a flight pattern for the image foot print at sixty 
meters. As the ground elevation increased to the west, the camera began 
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capturing increasingly smaller areas. By the end of the flight, the image foot print 
would have decreased to the point that it was no longer capturing an eighty 
percent front and side overlap. This would have a more significant effect at the 
edges of the study area than regions more towards the interior. As a result, 
regions of the interior would still have overlap on all four sides while edges would 
only have overlap in the front, back and interior facing side. Thus, there are no 
images to compensate for the loss of overlap at the exterior edge of the site. 
Figure 17 shows the orthomosaic generated from PhotoScan with x, y and 
z errors associated with each check and control point. The x and y errors are 
depicted using the shape and size of an ellipse, while the z errors are depicted 
using colors in a way similar to a choropleth map. The ellipses are exaggerated 
by the value located in the bottom right of the map, which in this case is 200 
times. This allows the shape and trajectory to be more easily be seen. Figure 17 
is also from the day six flight at the 60-meter and eight control point scenario. 
This was the most accurate of all the flights under that scenario. When moving 
from right to left across the map it can be noticed that the ellipses become more 
and more elongated. This is especially true as one moves into the north west 
corner of the map where the elongation of the ellipses is most severe, and the 
elevation change is at its peak. 
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Figure 17. X, Y and Z Error from Day Six at 60-Meters and Eight Control Points. 
 
 
 The image overlap and camera location maps (Figure 16) indicate that 
when mapping a site, it would be advisable to increase the area of image 
collection beyond the desired area of interest. It is important that all terrain to be 
modeled fall within the dark blue areas of the image overlap maps. When there 
are elevation changes within a study site of more than ten meters it is even more 
important to increase the collection area due to the variability in the image foot 
print discussed earlier. 
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Check Point thirty-one (Figure 17) was the point with the highest error and 
was in the area that fell outside the optimum overlap zone. Check point nine was 
the point with the second highest error and was the closest check point to check 
point thirty-one. Check point nine did fall within the dark blue optimum overlap 
zone, however, it is possible that it is being distorted by the model’s subpar 
scene geometry construction around the area of point thirty-one due to the lack 
of overlap in that area. A similar situation was seen when a target was misplaced 
in the field and caused the surrounding survey points to be dragged in the 
direction of misplacement when processed in the lab. 
The increase in the collection area does not have to be significant as most 
of the vineyard fell within the dark blue areas of the image overlap map. In this 
study, a ten to twenty percent increase in the area would be more than enough to 
ensure the desired area to be modeled is well within the optimum overlap zone. If 
the surrounding area is available for use as part of the flight path, then there is no 
reason to not incorporate it into to the model as a buffer. The buffer areas, if 
unwanted, can always be clipped out after processing. 
 One issue that arose from increasing the flight area is that there is an 
increase in the chance of having obstructions interfere with the flight path. The 
biggest problem arises from large trees and variable terrain elevation in and 
around the location to be mapped. This was indeed the case at the Native Son 
Vineyard where large trees surrounded the vineyard on three of the four sides. 
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The trees on the west end of the vineyard were within ten meters of the last row 
of vines. The elevation also increased from east to west making the west end of 
the vineyard as much as twelve meters higher near the location of the trees. 
Low altitude flights require careful attention to the flight path and elevation 
changes. The 40-meter flights at the research site would have flown right into the 
trees, which were approximately thirty meters in height, as the UAS flight path 
moved from the east end to the west end. This was due to the topography of the 
site and that the UAS does not compensate for the ground elevation change. 
This also presents a good example of how the higher altitude flights are safer for 
collecting data when using an automated flight control app like the one used in 
this research. 
5.4 Rolling Shutters and Global Shutters 
 For this study the P3P and P4P cameras were compared. The P4P UAS 
had a 20-megapixel camera with a global shutter and the P3P had a 12.4-
megapixel camera and a rolling shutter. Additionally, the ‘fit-to-rolling shutter’ 
option within PhotoScan was included in the comparison. Table 24 shows the 
flights and associated errors for each camera type and processing parameters. 
The 20-megapixel camera on the P4P UAS produced the best overall accuracy 
with a total RMS error of 2.519 cm on day 6 at the 60-meter altitude using the 
eight-control point scenario. The P3P was less accurate without correction, 
producing a total RMS error of 8.206 cm. However, the P3P data processed, 
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using the ‘fit-to-rolling shutter’ option, was far more accurate with a total RMS 
error of 3.744 cm. 
 
Table 24. Accuracy Data from Day Five and Day Six Showing Rolling Shutters 
from the P3P with and Without Correction and the Global Shutter from the P4P 
Without Correction. 
Flight Check X Err (cm) Y Err (cm) Z Err (cm) 
XY Err 
(cm) Tot (cm) 
Fit to 
Rolling 
Shutter 
Type 
NSV_60m_D5_5 22 4.197 6.510 2.710 7.746 8.206 No Rolling 
NSV_60m_D5_5 22 2.578 1.582 2.205 3.025 3.744 Yes Rolling 
NSV_60m_D6_5 22 1.206 1.853 1.206 2.211 2.519 No Global 
 
 
 Table 25 shows the three paired two sample for means t-tests for the 
rolling and global shutter comparison using a 95% confidence interval. The null 
hypothesis states that there is no significant difference in the data sets. The first 
t-test (Table 25) compares using the ‘fit-to-rolling shutter’ option to the same data 
processed without using the option (uncorrected). A p-value of 0.00002 was 
obtained for the comparison and thus the null hypothesis was rejected. The 
second comparison (Table 25) was between the uncorrected shutter and the 
global shutter from the P4P UAS. A p-value of 0.00000002 was obtained and 
also resulted in rejected the null hypothesis. Finally, the third comparison (Table 
25) between the corrected data set, using ‘fit-to-rolling shutter’ option, from the 
P3P and the global shutter data set from the P4P resulted in a p-value of 0.0015 
also rejecting the null hypothesis. 
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H0 : µԃ = 0 
H1 : µԃ ≠ 0 (two-tailed) 
 
 
Table 25. Paired Two Sample for Means T-Tests for the Rolling and Global 
Shutter Comparison. 
Flight Path Type 
P(T<=t) two-
tail t stat 
t Critical two-
tail 
NoFitRoll_Total(cm) FitRollTotal(cm) 0.00002668 5.34472 2.07961 
NoFitRoll_Total(cm) GlobTotal(cm) 0.00000002 8.76598 2.07961 
FitRollTotal(cm) GlobTotal(cm) 0.001513971 3.64480 2.07961 
 
 
While the accuracy for P3P was greatly improved using the ‘fit-to-rolling 
shutter’ option, the image resolution is unchanged. The P4P camera produced a 
better clarity on the ground when compard to the P3P imagery. This can be seen 
in Figure 18 which shows the 60-meter orthomosaic zoomed into survey point 14. 
The image on the left is taken from the P4P orthomosaic and image on the right 
is from the P3P orthomosaic. The ground resolution for the P4P was 1.6 cm/pix 
compared to 2.37 cm/pix ground resolution for the P3P using the same flight 
parameters at 60-meter altitude. These ground resolution values were 
determined by the PhotoScan Professional image processing software. The 
32.5% increase in resolution was attributed to the 40% increase in megapixels of 
the P4P camera. 
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Figure 18. 60-Meter Orthomosaic Images Showing the Difference in Clarity 
Between the P4P (Left) and P3P (Right) Cameras, Respectively. 
 
 
 The difference in the shutter types cannot be overstated. The improved 
technology of the global shutter significantly outperformed the rolling shutter in 
the level of accuracy produced in the digital mapping products generated from 
PhotoScan Professional. The majority of the error in the rolling shutter was found 
in the x and y coordinates and small differences in the z coordinate. The slower 
exposure causes blurring across the image when the UAS is in motion. The 
effect would drag the image out in the direction of flight and have a stronger 
distorting effect in the x and y coordinates. In other words, objects in the scene 
would appear slightly elongated. The error amounts for the rolling shutter 
equipped UAS were nearly three times the error amounts seen with the global 
shutter equipped UAS. 
 PhotoScan’s option to correct for the rolling shutter was shown to work 
exceptionally well. The ‘fit-to-rolling shutter’ option reduced the total RMS error of 
the rolling shutter data set from 8.206 cm to 3.744 cm. Even with the correction, 
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however, the rolling shutter data set underperformed when compared to the 
global shutter with a total RMS error of 2.519 cm. This is more than a centimeter 
better in total accuracy. This may not sound significant until one considers that 
the total RMS error for the global shutter data set was only 2.519 cm, or nearly 
fifty percent of the total error. 
Another important factor between the two cameras was the difference in 
mega pixels. The older rolling shutter equipped camera was rated at 12-
megapixels while the newer model camera with the global shutter was 20-
megapixels. There is no way to be certain from this research that the improved 
resolution in the camera with the global shutter did not have any impact on the 
accuracy outcomes. This was not tested; however, the data indicates that the 
additional clarity in the imagery would have some impact on the accuracy. 
This was visually obvious during the marker placement procedure in 
PhotoScan. It was easier to find and place the digital markers in the center of the 
targets with the imagery taken from the improved camera model fitted with the 
global shutter and increased megapixels. Accuracy is directly affected by how 
well the user is able to place these markers representing the spot in the imagery 
where the survey points are located. This is, however, objective and would 
require additional testing and was not performed in this research. 
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5.5 Flight Paths 
Three different flight paths were used in this dissertation across the seven 
days of data collects (Table 26). The comparison between flight paths were 
completed by using the P3P at 60-meters and under the eight-control point 
scenario. The widthwise flight path was considered the standard flight path and 
was used on all flights other than the two lengthwise flight paths and the single 
diagonal flight path (Figure 19). The highest error of 5.147 cm was produced 
using the diagonal flight path. The lowest error was produced using the 
lengthwise flight path at 3.223 cm. However, the lengthwise and widthwise were 
very close in accuracy with the lengthwise flight path producing error both above 
and below the widthwise results. Figure 19 shows the actual flight paths taken 
from the Map Pilot app. The widthwise flight path is on the left with lengthwise in 
the middle, and the diagonal on the right (Figure 19). All flight paths flown using 
the P4P were completed using the widthwise flight path and thus were not 
included in the flight path comparison. 
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Table 26. Comparison of Three Different Flight Paths from Days Three, Four, 
and Five. 
Flight Check 
X Err 
(cm) 
Y Err 
(cm) 
Z Err 
(cm) 
XY Err 
(cm) 
Tot 
(cm) Flight Path 
NSV_60m_D3_5 22 1.817 2.443 3.264 3.045 4.464 Lengthwise 
NSV_60m2_D4_5 22 1.477 1.309 2.548 1.974 3.223 Lengthwise 
NSV_60m_D4_5 22 2.875 1.671 2.691 3.326 4.279 Widthwise 
NSV_60m2_D5_5 22 2.164 1.594 4.390 2.687 5.147 Diagonal 
NSV_60m_D5_5 22 2.578 1.582 2.205 3.025 3.744 Widthwise 
 
 
 
 
Figure 19. Three Different Flight Path Types Shown from Left to Right in the 
MapPilot App: Widthwise (Left), Lengthwise (Middle), and Diagonal (Right). 
 
 
 Table 27 shows the paired two sample for means t-tests for the five flights 
used in the comparison. The null hypothesis stated that there was no significant 
difference in the data sets. The comparison between the lengthwise flight from 
day five and the diagonal flight from day four resulted in a p-value of 0.0021 
rejecting the null hypothesis. The day four lengthwise flight data set rejected the 
null hypothesis when compared to both the widthwise from day four and the other 
lengthwise from day three. Additionally, the diagonal from day five rejected the 
null hypothesis when compared to the widthwise flight data set from day five. 
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H0 : µԃ = 0 
H1 : µԃ ≠ 0 (two-tailed) 
 
Table 27. Paired Two Sample for Means T-Tests for the Flight Path 
Comparisons. 
Flight Path Type 
P(T<=t) two-
tail t stat 
t Critical two-
tail 
Lengthwise Lengthwise       
60m2_D4_5_Total(cm) 60m_D3_5_Total(cm) 0.01201002 2.74958 2.07961 
Lengthwise Widthwise     
60m2_D4_5_Total(cm) 60m_D4_5_Total(cm) 0.010636637 2.80388 2.07961 
Lengthwise Diagonal       
60m2_D5_5_Total(cm) 60m2_D4_5_Total(cm) 0.00214632 3.49723 2.07961 
Diagonal Widthwise     
60m2_D5_5_Total(cm) 60m_D5_5_Total(cm) 0.017469191 2.57984 2.07961 
 
 
 The results of the flight path tests were inconclusive regarding the 
lengthwise and widthwise flight paths. Both performed well and yielded similar 
results regarding error outcomes. The assumption was that since the rows of 
vines ran widthwise, they might obscure the camera’s view under and around the 
vines. This did not seem to be the case as PhotoScan was able to recreate the 
scene geometry under and around the vines in all flight scenarios. The resulting 
errors for points within the vineyard were not statistically different form the point 
errors located along the edges where the vine rows did not obscure the targets. 
The diagonal, or angled, flight path resulted in the highest error outcome 
of all three flight path types. The total RMS error for the data set from that flight 
was the highest of any of the flights flown across all seven days at the vineyard. 
However, only one flight was flown using this method and more flights would be 
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needed to draw conclusions about its effectiveness in UAS mapping. The results 
might have been more variable had larger number of flights been flown using the 
diagonal flight path. The diagonal flight path did test significantly different from 
the other two flight paths though and an early recommendation would be to use 
one of the other flight paths, lengthwise or widthwise, for future work until further 
testing can be done. 
5.6 Target Types 
 Two different two-foot by two-foot target types, the triangle and checker 
pattern (Figure 20), were used to investigate whether ground targets could 
influence accuracy outcomes. The triangle was used as the standard target as 
the other target type was not created until half way through the field work. Table 
28 shows the error outcomes for the two types of targets flown at the 60-meter 
altitude using the eight-control point scenario. The checker pattern yielded 
slightly higher accuracy with a total RMS error of 3.784 cm while the triangle 
pattern was 4.279. These two flights were flown on the same day under the same 
parameters other than the targets. 
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Table 28. Accuracy Assessments for Two Flights on Day Four Using Alternate 
Target Types. 
Flight Check 
X Err 
(cm) 
Y Err 
(cm) 
Z Err 
(cm) 
XY Err 
(cm) 
Tot 
(cm) 
Target 
Type 
NSV_60m_D4_5 22 2.875 1.671 2.691 3.326 4.279 Triangle 
NSV_60m3_D4_5 22 2.377 1.755 2.364 2.954 3.784 Checker 
 
 
 
 
Figure 20. The Triangle and Checker Targets, Repectively. 
 
 
 A paired two sample for means t-test was used in the comparison 
between the two target types based on the total RMS error. The null hypothesis 
states that there is no significant difference in the data sets. The t-test resulted in 
a p-value of 0.0143 and thus rejected the null hypothesis at the 95% confidence 
interval. 
 
H0 : µԃ = 0 
H1 : µԃ ≠ 0 (two-tailed) 
 
 The target types tested significantly different at the 95% confidence 
interval. This was a bit surprising in that the two target types were very similar. 
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Both flights in the test used the same P3P UAS with the older camera type. The 
imagery from the older P3P UAS yielded lower image quality and resolution 
causing the marker placement in PhotoScan to be visually difficult at times. Any 
improvement in finding the center point of the aerial target in the images directly 
results in improved accuracy. 
Under high light conditions the targets suffered from oversaturation 
(Figure 21) causing the white areas of the target to overwrite the black areas. 
This would result in greater difficulty finding the center point and it required a high 
degree of concentration and in some cases subjective placement. The checkered 
target pattern seemed to suffer less from oversaturation which would have 
caused marker placement in PhotoScan to be visually easier and thus affecting 
the final total RMS error results. However, light levels were not monitored in a 
way that would allow for accurate testing. During the research design it was not 
anticipated that the light levels would have such a strong effect on the 
appearance of the targets in the imagery. 
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Figure 21. Oversaturation of the Aerial Targets Under High Light Conditions. 
 
 
 The P4P was not used in the target comparison, however, the imagery 
from the P4P was superior in clarity compared to the imagery from the P3P. This 
made marker placement easier as the aerial targets were clearer and less 
distorted. The imagery from the P4P also seemed to suffer less from 
oversaturation. However, the biggest factor influencing oversaturation was the 
amount of light. Sunny conditions generally led to reduced target clarity while 
overcast conditions appeared to result in the best view of the targets. 
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5.7 Processing with Targets Left in the Field Compared to Manual Removal 
 In georeferencing the point clouds at different levels of control, the aerial 
targets were simply switched from control points to check points within 
PhotoScan. These targets were physically left in the study area and visible to the 
processing algorithms. To test whether the targets left in the field might influence 
accuracy, additional flight tests were performed manually removing the targets 
from the study area in the same order they were removed using the PhotoScan 
software. It was thought that by leaving easily discernable features on the ground 
it might be providing the PhotoScan algorithm additional tie points. Those 
additional tie points would not have been there under normal circumstances and 
thus could influence accuracy outcomes. 
Table 29 shows the accuracy outcomes for two flights using the P4P UAS 
under the same flight parameters at the 60-meter altitude. The manual removal 
of the targets resulted in a slightly more accurate outcome with a total RSM error 
of 1.934 cm. The comparisons of the two data sets however did not prove 
significant at the five or ten percent significance using the paired or unpaired t-
tests. 
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Table 29. Accuracy Comparison of Two 60m Flights on the Same Day with 
Targets Removed Manually in the Field and the Other Processed with All Targets 
on the Ground. 
Flight Control 
X Err 
(cm) 
Y Err 
(cm) 
Z Err 
(cm) 
XY Err 
(cm) 
Tot 
(cm) 
Target 
Removal 
NSV_60m_D7_2 14 0.735 1.490 0.989 1.662 1.934 Manual 
NSV_60m_D7_2 15 0.786 1.549 1.095 1.737 2.053 PhotoScan 
 
 
Paired two sample for means t-tests for the two flights used in the target 
removal comparison can be seen in Table 30. The null hypothesis states that 
there is no significant difference in the data sets. The p-value for the t-test 
comparing total error was 0.154. Therefore, the null hypothesis could not be 
rejected at the 95% confidence interval. Since this compares only total linear 
distance error and not error in a three-dimensional coordinate system, t-test were 
performed on each of the three coordinate parameters separately to verify that 
there were no differences between the x, y or z coordinates. All three of these 
coordinate values, x, y and z, failed to reject the null hypothesis supporting the 
notion that any differences in error between these two target removal methods 
were simply due to random variability in the UAS mapping process. 
 
H0 : µԃ = 0 
H1 : µԃ ≠ 0 (two-tailed) 
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Table 30. Paired Two Sample for Means T-Tests for the Two Flights Used in the 
Target Removal Comparison. 
t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means P(T<=t) two-tail t Stat t Critical two-tail 
60m_D7_2_Total (cm) 60m_D7_2Man_Total(cm) 0.154469285 1.52911 2.2009 
Xerror (cm) Man_Xerror (cm) 0.428749321 0.82160 2.2009 
Yerror (cm) Man_Yerror (cm) 0.578925478 0.57184 2.2009 
Zerror (cm) Man_Zerror (cm) 0.801993689 0.25690 2.2009 
 
 
The removal of targets manually versus the process done digitally in 
PhotoScan was shown to have no effect on accuracy. In fact, the accuracy was 
higher in the data set where the targets were removed manually from the field. 
Since none of the t-tests proved significant it is assumed that simple variation in 
the mapping process led to the differences seen between the two data sets. This 
is not surprising in that there is a great deal of subjective work done in 
PhotoScan to tie each aerial target to its survey point location. The software 
attempts to do this automatically, but a human adjustment is almost always 
required to achieve higher accuracy. The user’s eyesight, dexterity and attention 
to detail play a large role in the process. 
5.8 Suitability for Monitoring Change 
This section is not intended to be a comprehensive quantitative analysis of 
using data from a low cost UAS in change detection. It is simply intended to 
provide a brief synopsis of what was found during this dissertation research, 
which focused primarily on other factors regarding using data from a low cost 
UAS for mapping and modeling terrain. However, the factors explored in this 
research are important building blocks for UAS applications in monitoring change 
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on the surface of the Earth. Understanding how UAS data collection is affected 
by altitude, flight patterns, ground control, lighting and aerial targets provides 
critical information needed for change detection research involving a UAS. The 
reason is that these factors, as documented in this research, influence the 
accuracy and quality of the digital modeling and mapping products and are 
critical to understand before perusing change detection research that implements 
a UAS. 
One of the more important findings from this research for change 
detection involves the temporal aspects and repeatability/registration of the UAS 
data collection (Jensen 2016, p.504). Temporally speaking, data collection using 
a UAS is extremely flexible and is unsurpassed by any other method. Manned 
flight is costly, requires a great deal of planning and cannot easily be delayed an 
hour or a day due to weather. With satellite imagery, researchers are generally 
left with whatever they can get from pre-capture imagery archives and have no 
control over when the data is collected. However, using UAS, the researcher has 
nearly full control over when and how the data are collected. If conditions are not 
perfect, you simply wait until they improve. This allows a much greater ability to 
match the conditions present during the last data collect resulting in improved 
change detection outcomes.  
Image registration/repeatability is an important factor when using multiple 
images in change detection (Radke et al. 2005; Jensen 2005; Jones et al. 2017). 
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The small variance between model accuracy found in this research should allow 
for image registration suitable for monitoring change at a very high resolution. 
The average standard deviation in accuracy between the check points in the 
models flown at sixty meters and using eight-control points was 1.121 cm. The 
largest standard deviation for any check point in the models flown at sixty meters 
and using eight-control points was 2.026 cm. 
Figure 22 shows orthomosaics from day five and day six in ArcGIS Pro 
using the swipe function to illustrate vegetative change on the ground over time. 
A rock protruding out of the ground and outlined by a red box can be seen 
aligning nearly perfectly between both dates of orthomosaics (Figure 22). Figure 
23 shows the orthomosaics from day five and day seven displaying the same 
location as seen in Figure 22 and using the same swipe method. Figure 24 
shows survey point ten from the survey shapefile overlaid onto the orthomosaics 
from day seven on the left and day five on the right. The survey shapefile points 
coincide almost perfectly with where the center point of the target is in both data 
sets from two different UASs and on two different days. It is worth noting that the 
P4P was used in the day seven data collect and the older P3P was used to 
collect the data for the day five data. The clarity difference is clearly visible in the 
two images (Figure 24). 
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Figure 22. Day Five (9/10/17) to Day Six (11/5/17) Registered Images Swiped in 
ArcGIS Pro. 
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Figure 23. Day Five (9/10/17) to Day Seven (11/5/17) Registered Images Swiped 
in ArcGIS Pro. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 24. Survey Point Ten Seen in the Orthomosaic on Day Seven from P4P 
and Day Five from P3P, Respectively. 
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Methods tested, and evidence presented in this research shows that 
UASs should prove to be more than capable of supporting change detection 
research agendas. However, the mapping products produced from UASs are 
different from imagery typically used in change detection in that they are point 
clouds which are textured and colored to represent the scene as if it was one 
image. However, it is not one image, and in some instances, you can find flaws in 
the scene being modeled. Figure 25 shows powerlines that do not line up 
correctly and illustrate some of the challenges that researchers need to be aware 
of when using this imagery for change detection and other types of research. 
 
 
 
Figure 25. Structure from Motion Flaws Seen in the Misaligned Powerlines.
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CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
 
The use of a low-cost UAS in collecting imagery for use in modeling and 
mapping applications has been found to be reliable and reproducible, and yields 
a sub decimeter level of accuracy. It truly represents a new level of scale 
available to researchers that was previously unattainable and at a low cost. The 
products produced from this process allow researchers the ability to more easily 
move to larger scale data sets, helping answer questions in a variety of research 
agendas that cannot be answered with smaller scale data sets. 
This research has revealed information regarding altitude and ground 
control that will prove vital for future research involving the use of UASs in 
mapping and modeling of the environment. Optimum data collection altitude was 
not revealed in any of the literature reviewed for this dissertation making this a 
novel discovery. The idea that a lower altitude would reduce accuracy was 
completely counter intuitive to the thought process going into this research. This 
finding provides reassurance to future researchers that flying at safer altitudes of 
sixty plus meters will not sacrifice accuracy levels and may actually improve 
them. The eighty-meter flight altitude is safer and saves time both during 
collection and processing adding even more benefit to the finding.
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Additionally, the ground control findings identify the exact point where 
accuracy begins to falter revealing the optimum number of ground control points 
needed (five) for the highest levels of accuracy obtainable with a low cost UAS at 
a site of this type. One ground control point per acre proved to be the optimum 
number of control regarding accuracy for this site. Reducing ground control to as 
low as three points also reveal how even a small number of ground control points 
can generate mapping products with a total RMS error that was still sub 
decimeter. This is incredibly useful information for researchers that do not need 
the highest degree of accuracy. Meanwhile, researchers looking to obtain highly 
accurate survey grade results will find that as few as five ground control points 
can produce mapping products with a total RMS error hovering between 2 to 3 
cm. Moreover, those results were shown to be repeatable. 
 Topography was shown in this research to impact accuracy due to the 
influence it has on the image foot print size. This, in turn, would cause the 
programmed overlap to vary during flight resulting in areas around the perimeter 
of the site that would fall below the optimum overlap range for scene 
reconstruction by the SfM software. Identifying this will aid future research by 
helping to recognize areas of a site that might cause this problem, resulting in the 
need to recapture data. Terrain that varies toward the edges of the site by more 
than ten meters will be most susceptible to this problem. 
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 The global shutter system and higher megapixel camera of the P4P 
resulted in much better image quality and was also shown to improve accuracy. 
The clarity generated by the improved camera allowed for easier and more 
accurate image processing due to the reduced visual strain during marker 
placement. All cameras are not alike and picking a UAS that has a global shutter 
and higher megapixel rating does make a significant difference in the final 
mapping products. This will be a significant factor for someone selecting a UAS 
for research. 
 Aerial targets are an integral part of conducting research that will be 
implementing a UAS. It has been shown here that targets do have an influence 
on the final mapping products and accuracy outcomes. The pattern and coloring 
play a role in how the target will appear in the imagery that will be used by the 
SfM software. This factor, in conjunction with image clarity, impacts the user’s 
ability to identify and place referencing markers during processing. Additionally, 
lighting strongly influences the appearance of the target and was shown to cause 
oversaturation to the point that the target would appear as a single white square. 
Future researchers will want to pay close attention to the lighting and target style 
used during data collection. 
 None of the three flight paths tested during this research stood out as 
significantly better than the others. However, this in itself will be beneficial by 
signaling to future researchers that there might be better areas to focus on to 
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improve data collection. It is important to note, though, that different sites may 
provide scenarios that could be impacted more by the flight path choice. So, 
while this research shows that it should not be at the top of the list of concerns 
for data capture, it should definitely still be kept under consideration. 
 There is a multitude of future research avenues stemming from this 
dissertation. The aerial targets have the ability to influence accuracy and this 
research only scratched the surface of the possible target types, sizes and 
coloring that might affect the accuracy and ease of processing. A bullseye type 
target was suggested by PhotoScan support technicians. Also, investigating 
colors that have a reduced chance of becoming oversaturated in high sun light 
would also be beneficial in future research. 
 Further work regarding ground control and placement of the survey points 
under different terrain conditions is needed to more thoroughly understand the 
impact of topography on accuracy. While the vineyard provided a unique and 
challenging set of conditions to model, there are an endless number of other 
conditions in which to investigate. Additionally, the modeling of 
structures/features to incorporate within a terrain model would be beneficial 
especially in archaeology and cultural preservation research. 
Monitoring change on the surface of the Earth through the use of UASs is 
going to reveal a great deal of information regarding Earth system processes. 
The temporal aspects and high spatial resolution of UAS imagery will open 
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research avenues that were simply to costly or to difficult to pursue. For instance, 
geomorphology and environmental research agendas investigating erosion, 
stream channels, and vegetation under influences of change will find these data 
collection tool of great importance. Collecting data at specific times, such as right 
before and right after a storm, will be instrumental in understanding the changing 
landscape and how these natural processes affect them.  
 One hurdle for UAS use is getting licensed at both the state and federal 
levels. The federal license must also be renewed every two years and requires 
the UAS pilot to stay current with all laws and regulations. Permission to fly the 
UAS legally in your area of interest is also still very challenging. However, by 
following the rules laid out by the FAA and building trust with the landowner’s, 
future use of UASs in research is very promising.
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APPENDIX A 
OPUS REPORTS 
 
 
 
Figure 26. OPUS Report for GPS 1.
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Figure 27. OPUS Report for GPS 2. 
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APPENDIX B 
TOTAL STATION SURVEY 
 
Table 31. Total Station Survey Data for the Native Son Vineyard 
 
Name Northing Easting Elevation Description 
3 229805.6 540812 271.6542 GCP 
4 229809.4 540776.3 274.2652 GCP 
5 229807 540793.9 273.1685 GCP 
6 229804.9 540830.3 270.5027 GCP 
7 229805.1 540848.1 269.0136 GCP 
8 229806 540866.1 267.8672 GCP 
9 229848.7 540808.4 274.2618 GCP 
10 229849.9 540825.6 272.7696 GCP 
11 229851.7 540789.6 276.6308 GCP 
12 229849.9 540825.6 272.7679 GCP 
13 229838.3 540862.8 268.5793 GCP 
14 229839.6 540881.1 266.3254 GCP 
15 229808.1 540884.6 267.1241 GCP 
16 229808.7 540902.2 266.7106 GCP 
17 229807.9 540920.3 266.8773 GCP 
18 229839.7 540898.6 264.9008 GCP 
19 229838.1 540916.9 264.8184 GCP 
20 229869.1 540913.1 263.4134 GCP 
21 229820.8 540933.6 266.5705 GCP 
22 229851.8 540929.5 265.0746 GCP 
23 229870.5 540927.6 263.9275 GCP 
24 229870.2 540895.6 264.1812 GCP 
25 229871 540877.5 266.3036 GCP 
26 229870.7 540859.6 267.9879 GCP 
27 229875.7 540852.9 268.2732 GCP 
28 229895.5 540838.2 271.4204 GCP 
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29 229850.1 540843 270.9489 GCP 
30 229896.5 540820.6 273.6156 GCP 
31 229896.5 540803 275.2546 GCP 
32 229898.1 540785 277.4076 GCP 
33 229899.1 540767.3 278.8879 GCP 
34 229853 540771.7 278.4904 GCP 
 
